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Recommendation systems aim to recommend items or packages of items that are likely to
be of interest to users. Previous work on recommendation systems has mostly focused on
recommending points of interest (POI), to identify and suggest top-k items or packages
that meet selection criteria and satisfy compatibility constraints on items in a package,

prior work, this paper investigates two issues beyond POI recommendation that are also
important to recommendation systems. When there exist no sufficiently many POI that
can be recommended, we propose (1) query relaxation recommendation to help users
revise their selection criteria, or (2) adjustment recommendation to guide recommendation
systems to modify their item collections, such that the users' requirements can be
satisfied.

We study two related problems, to decide (1) whether the query expressing the
selection criteria can be relaxed to a limited extent, and (2) whether we can update a
bounded number of items, such that the users can get desired recommendations. We
establish the upper and lower bounds of these problems, all matching, for both combined
and data complexity, when selection criteria and compatibility constraints are expressed
in a variety of query languages, for both item recommendation and package recommen-
dation. To understand where the complexity comes from, we also study the impact of
variable sizes of packages, compatibility constraints and selection criteria on the analyses
of these problems. Our results indicate that in most cases the complexity bounds of query
relaxation and adjustment recommendation are comparable to their counterparts of the
basic recommendation problem for testing whether a given set of (resp. packages of)
items makes top-k items (resp. packages). In other words, extending recommendation
systems with the query relaxation and adjustment recommendation functionalities
typically does not incur extra overhead.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Recommendation systems are also known as recom-
mender systems, recommendation engines and platforms.
eng),
pen.be (F. Geerts).
Such systems are widely used to identify and suggest
information items (e.g., movies, TV, news, books) or social
elements (e.g., people, friends, groups or events in social
networks) that are likely to be of interest to users.
Traditional recommendation systems aim to find top-k
items from a collection of items, e.g., books, events, Web
sites and research papers [1], which satisfy certain selec-
tion criteria identified for a user, and are ranked by their
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Fig. 1. Overview of package recommendation framework: Candidate
packages get selected by query Q from database D; each package comes
equipped with a cost (shown inside the package) and value; valid (gray
shaded) packages are selected based on compatibility constraints Qc and
cost budget; and are finally ranked according to their value. In this paper,
we add query relaxation and adjustment recommendation to the
framework.
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value of a utility function. More recently recommendation
systems are often used to find top-k packages, i.e., sets of
items, such as travel plans [2], teams of players [3] and
various course combinations and prerequisites [4–6]. The
items in a package are required not only to meet the
selection criteria for each individual item, but also to
satisfy compatibility constraints defined on all the items
in a package taken together. Packages may have variable
sizes subject to a cost budget, and are ranked by overall
ratings of their items determined by a utility function [2].
Relational queries are often used to specify selection
criteria and compatibility constraints [6–8,4,2], as illu-
strated below. An overview of the recommendation frame-
work considered in this paper is depicted and illustrated in
Fig. 1.

Example 1. Consider a recommendation system for travel
plans, which maintains two relations specified by

flightðf#;From;To;DT;DD;AT;AD;PrÞ;
vistaðname; city; type; ticket; time; datesÞ:

Here a flight tuple specifies flight f# from From to To that
departs at time DT on date DD and arrives at time AT on
date AD, with airfare Pr. A vista tuple specifies a site name

to visit in the city, its ticket price, type (e.g., museum,
theater), the amount of time needed for the visit; there is
an entry for each range of dates for which it is open to the
public.
(1) Item recommendation. One wants to find top-3

flights from EDI (Edinburgh) to NYC (New York City) with
at most one stop, departing on 1/1/2013, with lowest
possible airfare and duration time. This can be stated as
an item recommendation problem: (a) flights are items;
(b) the selection criteria are expressed as a union Q1 [ Q2

of conjunctive queries (CQ), where Q1 and Q2 select direct
and one-stop flights from EDI to NYC on 1/1/2013, respec-
tively; and (c) the items selected are ranked by a utility
function f ðÞ: given an item s, f(s) is a real number
computed from the airfare Pr and the duration Dur of s
such that the higher the Pr and Dur are, the lower the
rating of s is, where Dur can be derived from DT, DD, AT
and AD, and f ðÞ may associate different weights with Pr

and Dur.
(2) Package recommendation. A user is planing a 5-day

holiday, by taking a direct flight from EDI to NYC departing
on 1/1/2013 and visiting as many places in NYC as possible.
In addition, she does not want to have more than 2
museums in a package, which is a compatibility constraint
[2]. Moreover, she wants the plans to have the lowest
overall price.
This is an example of package recommendations: (a) the

selection criteria are expressed as the following conjunc-
tive query Q, which finds pairs of flight and vista tuples as
items. That is, Q ðf#;Pr; name; type; ticket; time; datesÞ is
given by

( DT;AT;AD; xTo
ðflightðf#; edi; xTo;DT;1=1=2013;AT;AD;PrÞ
4 vistaðname; xTo; type; ticket; time; datesÞ 4 xTo ¼ nycÞ

(b) a package N consists of some items that have the
same f# (and hence Pr); (c) the rating of N, denoted by
valðNÞ, is a real number such that the higher the sum of the
Pr and ticket prices of the items in N is, the lower valðNÞ is;
(d) the compatibility constraint requires that a package has
no more than 2 museums, and can be expressed as another
conjunctive query Qc such that QcðNÞ ¼∅, where Qc is
given by

QcðÞ ¼ ( f#;Pr;n1; p1; t1; d1;n2; p2; t2; d2;n3; p3; t3; d3
ðRQ ðf#;Pr;n1;museum; p1; t1; d1Þ
4RQ ðf#;Pr;n2;museum; p2; t2;d2Þ
4RQ ðf#;Pr;n3;museum; p3; t3;d3Þ
4ðn1an2Þ4 ðn1an3Þ4ðn2an3ÞÞ:

Here RQ denotes the schema of the query answer Q(D); and
(e) the cost of N, denoted by costðNÞ, is the total time taken
for visiting all vista sites in N, which cannot exceed the
time allocated for sightseeing in 5 days. Furthermore,
costðNÞ assigns þ1 whenever the package contains vistas
that are not open during the 5 day holiday, by using the
dates information; such packages will thus not be recom-
mended. Putting these together, the travel planning
recommendation system is to find top-k such packages
ranked by valðNÞ, for a constant k chosen by the user. □

The need for studying recommendation systems is
evident in Web services [2], Web search [9], social net-
works [9], education software [6] and commerce services
[1]. There has been a host of work on recommendation
problems, mostly focusing on algorithms for selecting and
suggesting items or packages, known as points of interest
(POI) [2], which meet selection criteria and satisfy compat-
ibility constraints (see [1,9] for surveys). There has also
been work on the complexity of computing POI recom-
mendations [10,11,3,5,6,2].

There are other central issues beyond POI recommen-
dation in connection with recommendation systems. In
practice one often gets no sensible recommendations, i.e.,
the system fails to find items or packages that satisfy the
user's needs. This may happen either when the selection
criteria given by the user are too restrictive or when the
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system does not have sufficiently many items from which
recommendations can be made. When this happens, a
recommendation system should be able to come up with
recommendations for the users to revise selection criteria,
or recommendations for the systems or vendors to adjust
their item collections, as shown in Fig. 1.

Example 2. Consider again the user's request for recom-
mending a 5-day holiday package, as described in Example 1.
(1) Query relaxation recommendations. One may not get

any direct flight from EDI to NYC. Nevertheless, if we relax
the query Q given above by, e.g., allowing To to be a city
within 15 miles of NYC, then direct flights are available, e.g.,
from EDI to EWR (Newark). This suggests that we help the
user revise her selection criteria by recommending query
relaxations.
(2) Adjustment recommendations. The relation vista in

the recommendation system may consist of museums
only, which users may not want to visit too many of (no
more than two), as indicated by the compatibility con-
straint Qc above. This motivates us to study adjustment
recommendations, by recommending the system to
include, e.g., theaters, in its vista collection. □

Recommendations for query relaxation and adjust-
ments are as important as POI recommendations, and
should logically be part of a practical recommendation
system. However, no matter how important these issues
are, no previous work has studied recommendations
beyond POI. To support recommendations of query relaxa-
tion and adjustments, we need to settle the complexity of
computing query relaxation and adjustments. Indeed, such
additional functionalities should not come at too high an
extra cost when compared to the complexity of the under-
lying system for recommending POI.

In our previous work [10,11] we have shown that the
complexity of standard POI recommendation problems
may depend on what query language we use to specify
selection criteria and compatibility constraints; whether
compatibility constraints are present or whether the
packages of items are assumed to be of fixed size. In this
paper we study the impact of these parameters on the
complexity of query relaxation and adjustment recom-
mendations. What is the complexity of query relaxation
and adjustment recommendations when criteria and con-
straints are expressed in various languages? Will the
complexity be lower if compatibility constraints are
absent? Will it make our lives easier if we fix the size of
each package? Do these complexity bounds differ from the
counterparts of those POI recommendation problems stu-
died in [10,11]? To the best of our knowledge, these
questions have not been answered before.

Contributions. In this paper we study query relaxation
and adjustment recommendations. Consider a recommen-
dation system (see Section 2 for their formal definitions) in
which (1) a database D collects items, (2) selection criteria
and compatibility constraints are expressed as queries Q
and Qc, respectively, in a query language LQ , (3) a function
costðÞ is defined on packages, and (4) a rating function valðÞ
is used to rank packages selected. A user request is stated
as Q, Qc, costðÞ, valðÞ, a cost budget C and a positive integer
k. It is to find k packages of items such that for each N of
these packages, (1) N is a subset of Q(D), the set of items
selected by Q from D, (2) N satisfies the compatibility
constraint Qc, (3) costðNÞ does not exceed the budget C,
and moreover, (4) N is among the top-k of such packages
ranked by valðÞ. Now suppose that the system fails to find k
such packages. We study the following problems.

(1) Query relaxation recommendation is to find a “mini-
mum” relaxation QΓ of the query Q for selection criteria
such that QΓ is able to find k packages from D that satisfy
the user's needs.

(2) Adjustment recommendation is to find “minimum”

updates ΔðD;D0Þ to the item collection D, possibly by
removing tuples from D and inserting into D some tuples
taken from a collection D0 of additional items, such that k
packages required by the user can be found by query Q
from D � ΔðD;D0Þ, the database of items obtained by
updating D with ΔðD;D0Þ.

We investigate the decision version of these problems,
denoted by QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ, respectively. The study
of these problems helps us understand whether we can
get k packages that satisfy the user's requirements by
minimally relaxing the selection criteria or minimally
updating the item collection.

We parameterize each of these problems with various
query languages LQ in which selection criteria Q
and compatibility constraints Qc are expressed. We con-
sider the following LQ , all with built-in predicates
¼ ; a ; o ; r ; 4 ; Z :
�
 conjunctive queries (CQ),

�
 union of conjunctive queries (UCQ),

�
 positive existential FO queries ((FOþ ),

�
 nonrecursive datalog queries (DATALOGnr),

�
 first-order queries (FO), and

�
 datalog (DATALOG).
We now illustrate the need for considering various LQ .

Example 3. In the package recommendation example
given above, the selection criteria and compatibility con-
straints are expressed as conjunctive queries (CQ). How-
ever, suppose that the user does not impose a predefined
bound on how many stops he can bear with during the
flight, as long as the cost is minimal. Then we need to
express the selection criteria in, e.g., DATALOG, which is
more costly to evaluate than CQ.
As another example, if the user also requires that there

are at least two theaters in a package N, we need to
express the compatibility constraints Qc in first-order logic
(FO) as follows:

Q 0
cðÞ ¼ 8 f#;Pr;n1; p1; t1; d1;n2; p2; t2; d2

ðRQ ðf#;Pr;n1; theater; p1; t1;d1Þ
4RQ ðf#;Pr;n2; theater; p2; t2; d2Þ
-ðn1 ¼ n24 p1 ¼ p24 t1 ¼ t2ÞÞ;

where as before, RQ denotes the relation schema of the
query result Q(D). In other words, query languages beyond
CQ naturally arise in application scenarios. □
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Furthermore, apart from the queries languages LQ

given above for specifying selection criteria and compat-
ibility constraints, we also study special cases of these
problems in terms of the size of packages and more
simpler queries than CQ. More specifically, we consider
the following special cases:
(a)
Tabl
Main

Pr

QR

AR

Tabl
Spec

Co

jN

PT

Fo
when packages have a fixed size Bp;

(b)
 when LQ is SP (selection-projection queries) for which

the membership problem is in PTIME;

(c)
 when compatibility constraints are simple PTIME

functions or are absent (i.e., empty query); and

(d)
 when item recommendations are considered, where

each package has a single item and compatibility
constraints are absent.
(3) Complexity results. We establish upper and lower
bounds for QRP and ARP, all matching, for their combined
complexity and data complexity, for various LQ and for the
special cases mentioned earlier. The main complexity
results are summarized in Table 1, and the complexity
bounds of the special cases are shown in Table 2. These
results indicate where the complexity of query relaxation
and adjustment recommendations comes from. More
specifically, we find the following.
e 1
complexity results.

oblems Languages Co

P SP NP
CQ, UCQ, (FOþ Σ2

p
-

DATALOGnr , FO PSP
DATALOG EX

P SP NP
CQ, UCQ, (FOþ Σ2

p
-

DATALOGnr , FO PSP
DATALOG EX

e 2
ial cases.

nditions Languages QRPðLQ Þ

Combined complexity

jrBp (Th. 5) SP NP-complete
CQ, UCQ, (FOþ Σ2

p
-complete

DATALOGnr , FO PSPACE-complete
DATALOG EXPTIME-complete

IME Qc (Cor. 3) SP NP-complete
CQ, UCQ, (FOþ NP-complete
DATALOGnr , FO PSPACE-complete
DATALOG EXPTIME-complete

r items (Th. 6) SP NP-complete
CQ, UCQ, (FOþ NP-complete
DATALOGnr , FO PSPACE-complete
DATALOG EXPTIME-complete
(1) The complexity of query evaluation is the dominat-
ing factor for the combined complexity analyses of query
relaxation and adjustment recommendations. That is, the
higher the complexity of query evaluation is, the higher
the combined complexity bounds of the corresponding
query relaxation and adjustment recommendations are.
More specifically, QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ are both NP-
complete when LQ is SP, Σ2

p
-complete when LQ is CQ,

UCQ or (FOþ , PSPACE-complete when LQ is DATALOGnr or
FO, and EXPTIME-complete for DATALOG.

(2) In contrast, query languages have no impact on the
data complexity analyses of query relaxation and adjust-
ment recommendations. More specifically, QRPðLQ Þ and
ARPðLQ Þ are NP-complete when LQ is any of SP, CQ, UCQ,
(FOþ , DATALOGnr, FO, or DATALOG. This is because when
a query Q is fixed, the evaluation of Q in a database D is in
PTIME in the size of D no matter whether Q is in SP, FO or
DATALOG.

These combined and data complexity bounds are rather
robust: the lower bounds of QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ remain
intact when k¼1, i.e., for selecting top-1 packages, for LQ

ranging over all the query languages mentioned above.
(3) For combined complexity, variable package sizes do

not make our lives harder. Indeed, when LQ is SP, CQ, UCQ,
(FOþ , DATALOGnr, FO, or DATALOG, the combined com-
plexity bounds of QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ remain
mbined complexity Data complexity

-complete (Cor. 1) NP-complete (Cor. 1)
complete (Th. 1) NP-complete (Th. 2)
ACE-complete (Th. 1) NP-complete (Th. 2)
PTIME-complete (Th. 1) NP-complete (Th. 2)

-complete (Cor. 1) NP-complete (Cor. 1)
complete (Th. 3) NP-complete (Th. 4)
ACE-complete (Th. 3) NP-complete (Th. 4)
PTIME-complete (Th. 3) NP-complete (Th. 4)

ARPðLQ Þ

Data complexity Combined complexity Data complexity

PTIME NP-complete NP-complete
PTIME Σ2

p
-complete NP-complete

PTIME PSPACE-complete NP-complete
PTIME EXPTIME-complete NP-complete

NP-complete NP-complete NP-complete
NP-complete NP-complete NP-complete
NP-complete PSPACE-complete NP-complete
NP-complete EXPTIME-complete NP-complete

PTIME PTIME PTIME
PTIME NP-complete NP-complete
PTIME PSPACE-complete NP-complete
PTIME EXPTIME-complete NP-complete
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unchanged no matter whether packages have a fixed size
or variable sizes.

In contrast, fixing package size simplifies the data
complexity analysis of QRPðLQ Þ: it is in PTIME as opposed
to NP-complete for packages with variable sizes. However,
ARPðLQ Þ remains NP-complete when packages have a
fixed size.

(4) The absence of compatibility constraints and PTIME
compatibility constraints has the same impact on the
analyses of QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ. They make our lives
easier when LQ is CQ, UCQ or (FOþ : both QRPðLQ Þ and
ARPðLQ Þ become NP-complete rather than Σ2

p
-complete,

for combined complexity. However, when LQ is SP,
DATALOGnr, FO, or DATALOG, the combined complexity
bounds of QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ remain intact no matter
whether compatibility constraints are present or absent.
Furthermore, the absence of compatibility constraints has
no impact on the data complexity of QRPðLQ Þ and
ARPðLQ Þ no matter what LQ is, as expected.

(5) For item recommendation, i.e., when each package
has a fixed size 1 and compatibility constraints are absent,
QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ have the same combined and data
complexity as their counterparts for package recommen-
dation when LQ is DATALOGnr, FO or DATALOG. In contrast,
for CQ, UCQ and (FOþ , QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ become
NP-complete instead of Σ2

p
-complete for combined com-

plexity, while their data complexity bounds are
unchanged. When LQ is SP, ARP is down to PTIME for
combined and data complexity from NP-complete, while
QRP remains NP-complete for combined complexity.

(6) In most cases QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ have the same
combined and data complexity when LQ ranges over all
the query languages mentioned above. However, they
differ from each other in the following three special cases.
(a) When packages are bounded by a constant size,
QRPðLQ Þ is tractable while ARPðLQ Þ is NP-complete for
data complexity, for all these query languages; and (b) for
item recommendations, QRPðLQ Þ is NP-complete for com-
bined complexity, but ARPðLQ Þ is tractable, if LQ is SP; and
(c) for the data complexity of item recommendations,
QRPðLQ Þ is tractable but ARPðLQ Þ is NP-complete, for
CQ, UCQ, (FOþ , FO, DATALOGnr and DATALOG.

(7) Finally, the complexity bounds of QRPðLQ Þ and
ARPðLQ Þ are comparable to the counterparts of the basic
POI recommendation problem. The latter problem,
denoted by RPPðLQ Þ, is to decide whether a given set of
packages is indeed a top-k package recommendation
[10,11], in the same settings studied in this paper. This
tells us that despite the costs introduced by the large
search space of possible query relaxations and by updates
to the underlying database, extending recommendation
systems with query relaxation and adjustment recommen-
dation does not incur significant overhead (see more
details shortly).

The complexity bounds of these problems are not only
of theoretical interest, but may also help practitioners
when developing recommendation models and algo-
rithms. Indeed, these results tell us where high complexity
comes from, and thus help us decide what to support
when developing practical recommendation systems. For
instance, if users of the system are to use only a fixed set of
DATALOG queries and limit the number of items in a
package to a constant, then query relaxation recommen-
dation is in PTIME (Theorem 5). In contrast, if the system
allows users to issue arbitrary CQ queries, then one should
be prepared for a higher cost (Σ2

p
-complete, Theorem 1). In

the latter case, the developers of the system should go for
heuristic algorithms for query relaxation rather than for
exact algorithms, as suggested by the lower bounds of the
problems.

To the best of our knowledge, this work is among the first
efforts to study query relaxation recommendation and adjust-
ment recommendations, beyond POI recommendation. A
variety of techniques are used to prove the results, including
a wide range of reductions and constructive proofs with
algorithms. To focus on the main idea of recommendations
beyond POI, we adopt a single general methodology for
relaxations and adjustments, and investigate their complexity
analyses in terms of different query languages. We defer to
future work the study of different relaxation schemes and
relaxation of compatibly constraints in addition to queries for
expressing selection criteria.

Related work. This paper extends our prior work on
recommendation beyond POI presented in [10], by includ-
ing all detailed proofs and new results on various special
cases of query relaxation and adjustment recommenda-
tions. All the results in Sections 5.1–5.3 are new, providing
complexity bounds of QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ when
packages are bounded by a constant instead of a polyno-
mial, when LQ is a language for which the membership
problem is in PTIME, and when compatibility constraints
are simple PTIME functions. Some results of Sections 5.4 on
item recommendation are also new: we show that ARP(SP)
is in PTIME, while all the results given in [10] for ARPðLQ Þ
are intractable. Moreover, we show that QRP(SP) is intract-
able in the same setting, which was not studied in [10].

To focus on recommendation analyses beyond POI, we
do not include the analyses of POI recommendation pro-
blems in this paper, which were studied in [10,11]. More
specifically, we consider the settings when there exists no
top-k package that satisfies users' need while the users
nevertheless want to find recommendations by relaxing the
selection query or by adjusting the database. To extend
recommendation systems with these functionalities, it is
important to understand the complexity incurred by the
extension. As remarked earlier, the support of query relaxa-
tion and adjustment recommendations does not come with
a higher complexity. To see this, we summarize the differ-
ences between RPPðLQ Þ and QRPðLQ Þ or ARPðLQ Þ in
Table 3. From Table 3 we can see the following.

(1) Combined complexity. (a) When LQ is CQ, UCQ or
(FOþ , if RPPðLQ Þ lies in complexity class C, then QRPðLQ Þ
and ARPðLQ Þ are in coC, except for the special cases when
PTIME compatibility constraints or item recommendations
are considered (to be elaborated shortly). (b) When LQ is
FO, DATALOGnr or DATALOG, RPPðLQ Þ, QRPðLQ Þ and
ARPðLQ Þ have the same complexity as RPPðLQ Þ, i.e., they
are PSPACE-complete, PSPACE-complete and EXPTIME-
complete, respectively.

(2) Data complexity. The only increase in complexity is
when packages are constrained to be of bounded size. In this
case RPPðLQ Þ is in PTIME whereas ARPðLQ Þ is NP-complete.



Table 3
Differences between RPP in [10,11], and QRP and ARP.

Conditions RPP QRP\ARP

Combined complexity (CQ, UCQ, (FOþ ) Π2
p
-complete (Th. 4.1 [11]) Σ2

p
-complete (Th. 1, 3)

SP coNP-complete (Cor. 6.2 [11]) NP-complete (Cor. 1)
jNjrBp Π2

p
-complete (Cor. 6.1 [11]) Σ2

p
-complete (Th. 5)

PTIME Qc DP-complete (Cor. 6.3 [11]) NP-complete (Cor. 3)
Items DP-complete (Th. 6.4 [11]) NP-complete (Th. 6)

Data complexity
(CQ, UCQ, (FOþ , FO, DATALOGnr , DATALOG)

coNP-complete (Th. 5.1 [11]) NP-complete (Th. 2, 4)
SP coNP-complete (Cor. 6.2 [11]) NP-complete (Cor. 1)
jNjrBp PTIME (Cor. 6.1 [11]) PTIME \NP-complete (Th. 5)
PTIME Qc coNP-complete (Cor. 6.3 [11]) NP-complete (Cor. 3)
Items PTIME (Th. 6.4 [11]) PTIME \NP-complete (Th. 6)
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(3) In particular, QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ have lower
complexity bounds than RPPðLQ Þ in the following cases
(unless P¼NP). When LQ is CQ, UCQ or (FOþ , and for
either (a) traditional item recommendation or (b) PTIME
compatibility constraints, the combined complexity of
QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ is both NP-complete, as opposed
to DP-complete for RPPðLQ Þ. This is because in these
settings, QRPðLQ Þ (resp. ARPðLQ Þ) just needs to test
whether there exists a relaxation (resp. adjustment) that
yields k items (or packages) satisfying users' selection
criteria; in contrast, RPPðLQ Þ has to check whether a given
item (or package) satisfies the users' criteria and moreover,
is among top-k such items (or packages).

Taken together, these show that extending recommen-
dation systems with query relaxation and adjustment
recommendation comes, in general, with no extra cost
compared to the complexity of the underlying POI recom-
mendation framework.

This work is also related to previous work on recom-
mender systems, top-k query answering, query result
diversification and query relaxation, as discussed next.

Recommender systems. Traditional recommendation
systems aim to find, for each user, items that maximize
the user's utility (see, e.g., [1] for a survey). Selection
criteria are decided by content-based, collaborative and
hybrid approaches, which consider preferences of each
user in isolation, or combined preferences of similar users
[1]. Recently recommendation systems have been
extended to find packages, which are presented to the
user in a ranked order based on some rating function
[12,3,5,6,2]. A number of algorithms have been developed
for recommending packages of a fixed size [12,3] or
variable sizes [5,6,2]. Compatibility constraints [3,5,6,2]
and budget restrictions [2] on packages have also been
studied. Several recommendation problems in connection
with POI recommendations have been identified and
investigated: (a) to decide whether a set of packages
makes a top-k recommendation; (b) whether a given
rating bound B is maximum for selecting top-k packages,
i.e., when B is increased there exist no k packages such that
valðNÞZB for each recommended package N; (c) to com-
pute top-k packages if these exist; and (d) to find how
many packages meet the user's criteria [10,11,3,5,6,2].
However, none of the prior work considers query
relaxation or adjustment recommendation, which is the
focus of this paper.

Top-k query answering. There has also been a host of
work on top-k query answering. It aims to retrieve k-items
(tuples) from the answers Q(D) of a query Q in a database
D such that the retrieved items are top-ranked by some
scoring function [13]. This can be seen as recommending
items taken from views of the data [7,8,4,14,2], where the
views are expressed as relational queries, representing
preferences or points of interest [7,8,4]. A number of
top-k query evaluation algorithms have been developed
(e.g., [14–16]; see [13] for a survey). A central issue there
concerns how to combine different ratings of the same
item based on multiple criteria.

This work differs from the previous work on top-k
query answering in that we study query relaxation and
adjustment recommendations, whereas top-k query
answering is related to POI recommendations only. In
addition, we focus on the complexity of relaxation and
adjustment recommendation analyses, rather than the
efficiency or optimization of query evaluation.

Query result diversification. Another line of work concerns
query result diversification, which extends top-k query
answering to a bi-criteria optimization problem, to recom-
mend non-homogeneous (diverse) items [17–19]. Given a
query Q, a database D, an objective function Fð�Þ and a positive
integer k, it is to find a set U of k tuples from Q(D) such that
the value F(U) is maximum. Here Fð�Þ characterizes max–sum
diversification, max–min diversification or mono-objective
formulation, in terms of two criteria: relevance and diversity
[19]. In other words, we want the tuples in U to be as relevant
as possible to query Q, and at the same time, as diverse as
possible to each other. Query result diversification can be
viewed as a special case of package recommendation that is to
find a single set of items of a fixed size k, based on a particular
objective function Fð�Þ. It differs from query relaxation and
adjustment recommendations from problem statements to
complexity bounds. For example, problem QRDðLQ ; Fð�ÞÞ
studied in [17] is to decide, given a query QALQ , a database
D, an objective function Fð�Þ, a real number B and a positive
integer k, whether there exists a subset UDQ ðDÞ such
that jUj ¼ k and FðUÞZB. It is shown in [17] that when LQ

is CQ, UCQ or (FOþ , QRDðLQ ; Fð�ÞÞ is NP-complete when
Fð�Þ is max–sum or max–min diversification, while it is
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PSPACE-complete when Fð�Þ is mono-objective formulation.
In contrast, for the same LQ , QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ are Σ2

p
-

complete (see Table 1).
Query relaxation. Query relaxations have been studied

in, e.g., [20–23]. Several query generalization rules are
introduced in [20], assuming that query acceptance con-
ditions are monotonic. Heuristic query relaxation algo-
rithms are developed in [21,22]. The topic is also studied
for top-k query answering [23]. Here we focus on the main
idea of query relaxation recommendations, and borrow
general query relaxation rules from [20]. We consider
acceptance conditions (i.e., rating functions, compatibility
constraints and aggregate constraints) that are not neces-
sarily monotonic. Moreover, none of the previous work
supports queries beyond CQ, while we study more power-
ful languages such as FO and DATALOG. As illustrated
earlier, DATALOG is needed when, e.g., users do not impose
a bound on how many stops he can bear with during the
flight, and FO needs to be used when users require at least
two theaters in a package. Furthermore, the prior work
focuses on the design of efficient relaxation algorithms,
but does not study its computational complexity, which is
the focus of this paper.

Organization. The remainder of the paper is organized
as follows. Package and item recommendations are for-
mally presented in Section 2. Section 3 formulates and
studies query relaxation recommendation, followed by
adjustment recommendation in Section 4. A variety of
special cases of these two problems are studied in Section 5.
Section 6 summarizes the main results of the paper and
identifies open issues.

2. Modeling recommendations

In this section we specify recommendations of
packages and items, and review the query languages
considered in this work.

Item collections. Following [4–8,2], we assume a
database D that collects items for users to select. The
database is specified with a relational schemaR composed
of relation schemas ðR1;…;RnÞ. Each schema Ri is defined
over a fixed set of attributes. For each attribute A in Ri, its
domain is specified in Ri, and is denoted by domðRi:AÞ.

Package recommendation. As remarked earlier, in
practice one often wants packages of items, e.g., combina-
tions of courses to be taken to satisfy the requirements for
a degree [6], travel plans including multiple POI [2], and
teams of experts [3]. Package recommendation is to find
top-k packages such that the items in each package N (a)
meet the selection criteria, (b) satisfy some compatibility
constraints, i.e., they have no conflicts, and moreover, (c)
their ratings and costs satisfy certain aggregate con-
straints. To specify these, we extend the models proposed
in [6,2] as follows.

Selection criteria. We use a query Q in a query language
LQ to specify multi-criteria for selecting items from D. In
Example 1, for instance, we use a conjunctive query Q to
specify what flights and sites a user wants to find for her
holiday plan.

Compatibility constraints. To specify the compatibility
constraints for a package N, we use a query Qc such that N
satisfies Qc if and only if QcðN;DÞ ¼∅. That is, Qc identifies
inconsistencies among items in N. For instance, in Example 1,
the conjunctive query Qc is to assert the constraint “no more
than 2 museums” in a travel package N [2].

As another example, for a course package N, we use a
query Qc to ensure that for each course in N, its prerequi-
sites are also included in N [5]. Observe that this query
needs to access not only courses in N but also the
prerequisite relation stored in D.

To simplify the discussion, we assume that query Qc for
specifying compatibility constraints and query Q for spe-
cifying selection criteria are in the same language LQ . This
does not lose generality, since if a system supports
compatibility constraints in LQ , there is no reason for not
supporting queries in the same LQ for selecting items, and
vice versa. We defer to future work the study in the setting
when Qc and Q are expressed in different languages.
Queries in various query languages, e.g., CQ, UCQ, (FOþ ,
DATALOGnr, FO, DATALOG, are capable of expressing com-
patibility constraints commonly found in practice, includ-
ing those studied in [2–6].

Aggregate constraints. Following [2], we define a cost
function and a rating function over packages N: (1) costðNÞ
computes a real number in R as the cost of package N; and
(2) valðNÞ computes a value in R as the overall rating of N.
For instance, costðNÞ in Example 1 is computed from the
total time taken for visiting vista sites in N, which are open
during the traveler's holiday, while valðNÞ is such defined
that the higher the airfare and the total ticket prices for
visiting vista sites in N, the lower the rating valðNÞ is.

To simplify the discussion, we assume that costðÞ and valðÞ
are PTIME computable aggregate functions, defined in terms
of e.g., max, min, sum, avg, as commonly found in practice.

We also assume a cost budget C, and specify an
aggregate constraint costðNÞrC. For instance, the cost
budget C in Example 1 is the total time allowed for visiting
vista sites in 5 days, and costðNÞrC imposes a bound on
the number of vista sites that can be included in a travel
package N.

Top-k package selections. For a database D, a query Q
and compatibility constraints Qc in LQ , a natural number
kZ1, a cost budget C, and functions costðÞ and valðÞ, a top-k
package selection is a set N ¼ Ni∣iA ½1; k�� �

of packages
such that for each iA ½1; k�, the following conditions are
satisfied:
(1)
 NiDQ ðDÞ, i.e., the items in N meet the criteria Q;

(2)
 QcðNi;DÞ ¼∅, i.e., the items in the package satisfy the

compatibility constraints specified by query Qc;

(3)
 costðNiÞrC, i.e., its cost is below the budget;

(4)
 there exist two predefined polynomials p and ps such

that (a) the number jNij of items in Ni is no larger than
pðjDjÞ, where jDj is the size of D, and (b) the arity of RQ
(i.e., the number of attributes in the tuples of N) does
not exceed psðjQ j; jRjÞ, where jQ j is the size of query Q
and jRj is the size of schema R; indeed, it is not of
much practical use to find items of exponentially
large size or a package with exponentially many
items;
(5)
 for all packages N0 =2N that satisfy conditions (1–4)
given above, valðN0ÞrvalðNiÞ, i.e., packages in N have
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the k highest overall ratings among all feasible
packages; and
(6)
 NiaNj if ia j, i.e., the packages are pairwise distinct.
Note that packages in N may have variable sizes. That is,
the number of items in each package is not necessarily
bounded by a constant. We just require that Ni satisfies the
constraint costðNiÞrC, jNij does not exceed a predefined
polynomial in jDj, and the arity of tuples in Ni is bounded by a
predefined polynomial ps in jQ j and jRj. As will be seen in
Section 5, we shall also consider a constant size bound for jNij.

Given D;Q ;Qc; k;C; costðÞ and valðÞ, the package recom-
mendation problem is to find a top-k package selection for
ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;CÞ, if there exists one. As we have
seen in Example 1, users may want to find, e.g., a top-k
travel-plan selection with the minimum price. The com-
plexity of this problem has been settled in [10,11], and is
not a topic of this work.

Item recommendation. To rank items, we use a utility
function f ðÞ to measure the usefulness of items selected by
Q(D) to a user [1]. It is a PTIME-computable function that
takes a tuple s from Q(D) and returns a real number f(s) as
the rating of item s. The functions may incorporate users'
preferences [24], and may be different for different users.

Given a constant kZ1, a top-k selection for ðQ ;D; f Þ is a
set S¼ si∣iA ½1; k�� �

such that
(a)
 SDQ ðDÞ, i.e., items in S satisfy the criteria given by Q;

(b)
 for all sAQ ðDÞ\S and iA ½1; k�, f ðsÞr f ðsiÞ, i.e., items in S

have the highest ratings; and

(c)
 siasj if ia j, i.e., items in S are distinct.
Given D;Q ; f and k, the item recommendation problem is
to find a top-k selection for ðQ ;D; f Þ if there exists one.

For instance, a top-3 item selection is described in Example
1, where items are flights and the utility function f ðÞ is defined
in terms of the airfare and duration of each flight.

The item recommendation problem has also been
studied in [10,11], and is not considered in this work.

The connection between item and package selec-
tions. Item selections are a special case of package selec-
tions. More specifically, a top-k selection S¼ si∣iA ½1; k�� �
for ðQ ;D; f Þ is a top-k package selection N for
ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;CÞ, where N ¼ Ni j iA ½1; k�� �

, such
that for each iA ½1; k�,
(a)
 Ni ¼ fsig;

(b)
 Qc is a constant query that returns ∅ on any input,

referred to as the empty query;

(c)
 costðNiÞ ¼ jNij if Nia∅, and costð∅Þ ¼1; that is,

costðNiÞ counts the number of items in Ni if Nia∅,
and moreover, the empty set is not taken as a
recommendation;
(d)
 the cost budget C¼1, and hence, Ni consists of a single
item as imposed by costðNiÞrC; and finally,
(e)
 valðNiÞ ¼ f ðsiÞ.
In the sequel, we refer to top-k selection for ðQ ;D; f Þ as
top-k package selection for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;CÞ instead,
where Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ and C are given as above.
We say that compatibility constraints are absent if Qc is
the empty query; e.g., Qc is absent in item selections.

Query languages. We consider Q ;Qc in a query lan-
guage LQ , ranging over the following (see, e.g., [25] for
details):

(a) conjunctive queries (CQ), built up from atomic
formulas with constants and variables, i.e., relation atoms
in database schema R and built-in predicates
ð ¼ ; a ; o ; r ; 4 ; Z Þ, by closing under conjunction 4
and existential quantification (;

(b) union of conjunctive queries (UCQ) of the form
Q1 [ ⋯ [ Qr , where for each iA ½1; r�, Qi is in CQ;

(c) positive existential FO queries ((FOþ ), built from
atomic formulas by closing under 4 , disjunction 3 and (;

(d) nonrecursive datalog queries (DATALOGnr), defined
as a collection of rules of the form pð x!Þ’p1ð x!1Þ;…;

pnð x!nÞ, where the head p is an IDB predicate and each pi
is either an atomic formula or an IDB predicate, and its
dependency graph is acyclic; the dependency graph of a
DATALOG query Q is a defined to be directed graph
GQ ¼ ðV ; EÞ, where V includes all the predicates of Q, and
ðp0; pÞ is an edge in E if and only if p0 is a predicate that
appears in a rule with p as its head [26];

(e) first-order logic queries (FO) built from atomic
formulas using 4 ; 3 ; negation :; ( and universal quan-
tification 8 ; and

(f) datalog queries (DATALOG), defined as a collection of
rules pð x!Þ’p1ð x!1Þ;…; pnð x!nÞ, for which the dependency
graph may possibly be cyclic, i.e., DATALOG is an extension
of DATALOGnr with an inflational fixpoint operator.

3. Recommendation of query relaxations

In this section, we study query relaxation recommen-
dation. As remarked earlier, in practice a query Q specify-
ing selection criteria often finds no sensible packages to
recommend. When this happens, the users naturally want
the recommendation system to suggests how to revise
their selection criteria by relaxing the query Q. This
functionality should logically be part of recommendation
systems. Unfortunately, we are not aware of any recom-
mendation systems that support this functionality yet.

Below we first present query relaxations (Section 3.1).
We then state the query relaxation recommendation
problem, and establish its combined and data complexity
(Section 3.2).

3.1. Query relaxations

Consider a query Q for specifying the selection criteria,
in which a set Z of variables (free or bound) and a set E of
constants are parameters that can be modified, e.g., vari-
ables or constants indicating departure time and date of
flights. Following [20], we relax Q by replacing constants in
Ewith variables, and replacing repeated variables in Zwith
distinct variables.
(1)
 For each constant cAE, we associate a variable wc with
c. We denote the tuple consisting of all such variables
as w!.
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(2)
 For each variable zAZ that appears at least twice in
atoms of Q, we introduce a new variable uz and
substitute uz for one of the occurrences of z. This can
be repeated until no variable has multiple occurrences.
We use u! to denote the tuple consisting of all such
variables.
For instance, an equijoin Q1ð v!; yÞ4Q2ðy; v!
0Þ is converted

to Q1ð v!; yÞ4Q2ðuy; v
!0Þ, a Cartesian product.

We denote the domain of wc (resp. uz) as domðR:AÞ if c
(resp. z) appears in Q as an A-attribute value in relation R.

To prevent relaxations that are too far from what users

need, we constrain variables in w! and u! with certain
ranges, by means of techniques developed for query
relaxations [20,23] and preference queries [24]. To simplify
the discussion, we assume that for each attribute A in a
relation R, a distance function distR:AðÞ is defined. Intui-
tively, given values a and b in domðR:AÞ, if distR:Aða; bÞ is
within a bound, then b is close enough to a, and we can
relax Q by replacing a with its “neighbor” b. For instance,
DB (databases) can be generalized to CS (Computer
Science) if dist(DB,CS) is small enough [20]. We denote by
Γ the set of all distance functions defined on the domains
of attributes in schema R.

Given Γ, we define a relaxed query QΓ of Q ð x!Þ as

QΓð x!Þ¼ (w! ( u! Q 0ð x!; w!; u!Þ 4 ψwðw
!Þ 4 ψuð u

!Þ
� �

;

where Q 0 is obtained from Q by substituting wc for
constant c, and uz for repeated occurrence of variable z.
Here ψwðw

!Þ is a conjunction of predicates of either the
form (a) distR:Aðwc; cÞrd, where the domain of wc is
domðR:AÞ, and d is a constant, or (b) wc ¼ c, i.e., the
constant c is unchanged. Query ψwðw

!Þ includes such a
conjunct for each wcAw!; similarly for ψuð u

!Þ.
We define the level gapðγÞ of relaxation of a predicate γ in

ψwðw
!Þ as follows: gapðγÞ ¼ d if γ is distR:Aðwc; cÞrd, and

gapðγÞ ¼ 0 if γ is wc ¼ c; similarly for a predicate in ψuð u
!Þ.

Furthermore, we assume that the levels of relaxation of
predicates in a relaxed query are additive; so the level of
relaxation of query QΓ , denoted by gapðQΓÞ, is defined to
be sumγA ðψwðw

!Þ[ψuð u
!ÞÞgapðγÞ.

Example 4. Recall the query Q defined on relations flight

and vista in Example 1. Suppose that the query finds no
items, as there is no direct flight from EDI to NYC. Further-
more, suppose that E has constants EDI, NYC, 1/1/2013 and
Z¼fxTog, and that the user accepts a city within 15 miles of
the original departure city (resp. destination) as From

(resp. To), where distð Þ measures the distances between
cities. Then we can relax Qby making the selection criteria
less restrictive as follows:

Q1ðf#;Pr;nm; tp; tkt; tm; daÞ
¼ (DT;AT;AD;uTo;wEdi;wNYC;wDD

flightðf#;wEdi; xTo;DT;wDD;AT;AD;PrÞð
4 xTo ¼wNYC4 vistaðnm;uTo; tp; tkt; tm; daÞ
4 wDD ¼ 1=1=20134 distðwNYC;nycÞr15
4distðwEdi; ediÞr15 4 xTo ¼ uToÞ:

The relaxed query Q1 finds direct flights from EDI to EWR,
since the distance between NYC and EWR is within 15 miles.
We may further relax Q1 by allowing wDD to be within 3
days of 1/1/2013, where the distance function for dates is
distdðÞ:
Q2ðf#;Pr;nm; tp; tkt; tm; daÞ

¼ (DT;AT;AD;uTo;wEdi;wNYC;wDD

flightðf#;wEdi; xTo;DT;wDD;AT;AD;PrÞð
4 xTo ¼wNYC 4 vistaðnm;uTo; tp; tkt; tm;daÞ
4 distðwEdi; ediÞr15 4 distðwNYC;nycÞr15

4 distdðwDD;1=1=2013Þr3 4 xTo ¼ uTo

�
:

Query Q2 may find more available direct flights than Q1,
with possibly cheaper airfare. One can further relax Q2 by
allowing uTo and xTo to match different cities nearby, i.e.,
we convert the equijoin between flight and vista to a
Cartesian product. □

In this paper we consider simple query relaxation rules
to illustrate the main idea of query relaxation recommen-
dation. We defer a full treatment of query relaxation rules
to future work.

3.2. Query relaxation recommendation

Consider a database D, queries Q and Qc in LQ , functions
costðÞ and valðÞ, a cost budget C, a rating bound B, and a
natural number kZ1. When there exists no top-k package
selection for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;CÞ, we want to relax Q to
find more packages for the users. More specifically, let Γ
be a collection of distance functions, and Z and E be sets of
variables and constants in Q, respectively, which are
parameters that can be modified. We want to find a
relaxed query QΓ of Q such that there exists a set N of k
packages for ðQΓ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;CÞ that are rated above
B, i.e., for each NAN , we have that NDQΓðDÞ,
QcðN;DÞ ¼∅, costðNÞrC, valðNÞZB, and moreover, jNj is
bounded by a predefined polynomial pðÞ in jDj.

We naturally want QΓ to minimally differ from the
original Q. For a positive integer g, a relaxed query QΓ of
Q is called a relaxation of Q for ðQ, D, Qc, costðÞ, valðÞ, C, B, k,
gÞ if (a) gapðQΓÞrg, and (b) there exists a set N of k
distinct packages for ðQΓ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;CÞ that are
rated above B.

We now state the query relaxation recommendation
problem.
QRPðLQ Þ:
 Query relaxation recommendation problem

INPUT:
 A database D, a query QALQ with selected sets Z

and E, a query QcALQ , two functions costðÞ and
valðÞ, natural numbers C;B; g and kZ1, and a
collection Γ of distance functions, such that
there exists no top-k package selection for
ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;CÞ.
QUESTION:
 Does there exist a relaxation QΓ of Q for
ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; gÞ?
Combined complexity of QRPðLQ Þ. In the rest of the
section we establish the combined and data complexity of
QRPðLQ Þ. For the combined complexity, the query Q,
compatibility constraint Qc and database D may all vary.
For the data complexity, only the database D varies, while
Q and Qc are predefined and fixed (see, e.g., [25] for



Fig. 2. Relation instances used in the lower bound proof of Theorem 1.
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details). We study QRPðLQ Þ for all the query languages LQ

given in Section 2.
We start with the combined complexity. No matter

how important query relaxation recommendation is,
QRPðLQ Þ is nontrivial: it is Σ2

p
-complete when LQ is CQ,

UCQ or (FOþ , PSPACE-complete when LQ is DATALOGnr or
FO, and EXPTIME-complete when LQ is DATALOG. This
tells us that query language LQ dominates the combined
complexity of QRPðLQ Þ. In addition, the complexity
bounds are rather robust: all the lower bounds remain
intact when k¼1, i.e., they hold even for top-1 package
recommendation.

Theorem 1. The combined complexity for QRPðLQ Þ is
�
 Σp
2�complete when LQ is CQ, UCQ or (FOþ ;
�
 PSPACE-complete when LQ is DATALOGnr or FO; and
�
 EXPTIME-complete when LQ is DATALOG.

All the lower bounds remain unchanged when k¼1. □

Before presenting the proof, we first sketch the general
idea behind the lower bound proofs when the complexity
of QRPðLQ Þ coincides with the complexity of query eva-
luation of LQ , i.e., when LQ is DATALOGnr, FO, or DATALOG.
We start by considering a selection query Q in LQ that
encodes the hardness of query evaluation, and add a
predicate “c¼0” to it. As will be seen shortly, the addition
of this predicate ensures that Q does not select any
packages. We then define distance functions Γ such that
the only possible relaxation QΓ with gapðQΓÞrg is equal
to the original query Q together with the relaxed predicate
“c¼1”. The lower bounds then follow by showing that QΓ
returns a package if and only if Q evaluates to non-empty.
That is, in these cases the complexity of query evaluation
determines the complexity of QRP. A similar trick is used
when LQ is CQ, UCQ and (FOþ . The higher complexity of
QRPðLQ Þ when compared to the query evaluation (which
is in NP) is due to the presence of compatibility constraints
and the fact that costðÞ and valðÞ may involve aggregate
computations.

We next prove Theorem 1 as follows.

Proof. We study QRPðLQ Þ when LQ ranges over CQ, UCQ,
(FOþ , DATALOGnr, FO and DATALOG.
When LQ is CQ, UCQ or (FOþ . It suffices to show that

QRP is Σ2
p
-hard for CQ and QRP is in Σ2

p
for (FOþ .

Lower bound. We show that QRP(CQ) is Σ2
p
-hard by

reduction from the (n8n3DNF problem, which is Σ2
p
-

complete [27]. The (n8n3DNF problem is to decide, given
a sentence φ¼ (X8Y ψ ðX;YÞ, whether φ is true. Here
X ¼ fx1;…; xmg, Y ¼ fy1;…; yng, ψ is a disjunction
C13⋯3Cr , and Ci is a conjunction of three literals defined
with variables in X [ Y .
Given an instance φ¼ (X8Y ψ ðX;YÞ of the (n8n3DNF

problem, we define a database D, queries Q and Qc in CQ, a
collection Γ of distance functions, functions costðÞ and
valðÞ, and positive integers C, B and g. We show that φ is
true if and only if there exists a query relaxation QΓ of Q
for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; gÞ, when k¼1.
(1) Database D consists of four relations specified by

schemas R01ðXÞ, R3 ðB;A1;A2Þ, R4 ðB;A1;A2Þ and R:ðA;AÞ.
Their instances are shown in Fig. 2. Intuitively, I01 encodes
the Boolean domain, and I3 , I4 and I: encode disjunction,
conjunction and negation, respectively. As will be seen
shortly, ψ can be expressed in CQ in terms of these
relations.
(2) We define a CQ query Q for selecting items as

follows:

Q ð x!; cÞ ¼ ðR01ðx1Þ4⋯4R01ðxmÞ 4 R01ðcÞ4c¼ 0Þð Þ:
Here x!¼ ðx1;…; xmÞ, and query Q generates all truth
assignments of X variables by means of Cartesian products
of R01. We let the set E of changeable constants be f0g, and
the set Z of changeable variables be ∅. That is, we only
allow the Boolean value 0 to be “relaxed”.
(3) We define a CQ query Qc as compatibility constraint:

QcðbÞ ¼ ( x!; y!; c RQ ð x!; cÞ 4 QY ð y!Þ 4 Qψ ð x!; y!; bÞ 4 b¼ 0
� �

:

Here RQ is the schema of the query answer Q(D), and
QY ð y!Þ generates all truth assignments of Y variables by
means of Cartesian products of R01. Query Qψ encodes the
truth value of ψ ðX;YÞ for given truth assignments μX and
μY . It returns b¼1 if ψ ðX;YÞ is satisfied by μX and μY , and
b¼0 otherwise. One can verify that Qψ can be expressed in
CQ by leveraging relations I3 , I4 and I: given in Fig. 2.
Intuitively, query Qc(b) returns a nonempty set if and only
if for a given set NDQ ðDÞ that encodes a valid truth
assignment μX for X, there exists a truth assignment of Y
that makes ψ ðX;YÞ false.
(4) We define B¼1, k¼1, C¼1 and g¼1. Let Γ consist of a

single distance function distðÞ defined on Boolean values:
distð1;0Þ ¼ distð0;1Þ ¼ 1, and distð0;0Þ ¼ distð1;1Þ ¼ 0. In
addition, we define costðNÞ ¼ jNj if Na∅, and
costð∅Þ ¼1. These ensure that each valid package consists
of a single tuple from the query answer. For N¼ ftg, where
t ¼ ðx1;…; xm; cÞ, we define valðNÞ ¼ 1 if c¼1, and let
valðNÞ ¼ �1 otherwise. We also define valð∅Þ ¼ �1 and
valðN0Þ ¼ �1 for any package N0 consisting of more than
one tuple.
One can easily verify that there exists no package

NDQ ðDÞ such that valðNÞZB by the definitions of Q ; valðÞ
and B.
We now verify that φ is true if and only if there exists a

query relaxation QΓ of Q for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; gÞ.
()) First assume that φ is true. Then there must exist a

truth assignment μ0
X for X such that for all truth assign-

ments μY for Y, ψ is true. Define a relaxed query QΓ as
follows:

QΓð x!; cÞ ¼ (wc R01ðx1Þ4⋯4R01ðxmÞ 4 R01ðcÞð
4 c¼wc 4 distðwc;0Þr1Þ:

Then QΓ returns ðμ0
X ; c¼ 1Þ when QX generates μ0

X, since in
this case wc¼1 and distðwc;0Þr1. Let N consist of the
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tuple representing ðμ0
X ; c¼ 1Þ. Then Qψ does not return

b¼0 for μX
0
and hence, QcðN;DÞ is empty. In addition, one

can easily show that gapðQΓÞrg, valðNÞZB, costðNÞrC,
and NDQΓðDÞ. Therefore, QΓ is indeed a relaxation of Q
for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; gÞ.
(() Conversely, assume that φ is false. Then for all truth

assignments μX for X, there exists a truth assignment μY
for Y such that ψ is not satisfied by μX and μY . Then no
matter how we select N, as long as N consists of a truth
assignment of X, Qψ returns b¼0 and hence, QcðN;DÞ is
nonempty. Furthermore, the empty package N¼∅
cannot be recommended because costð∅Þ ¼14C.
As a result, there exists no relaxation of Q for
ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; gÞ.
Upper bound. We show that QRP((FOþ ) is in Σ2

p
. It

suffices to give the following algorithm:
1.
 Guess (a) a relaxed query QΓ of Q based on the active
domain of D, (b) k sets of CQ queries from QΓ , each of a
polynomial cardinality, based on the predefined poly-
nomial pðÞ (see Section 2), and (c) a tableau from D for
each of these CQ queries (see [25] for tableau repre-
sentation of CQ queries). These yield a set
N ¼ fNi j iA ½1; k�g of packages such that NiDQΓðDÞ
for all iA ½1; k�.
2.
 For each NiAN , check whether QcðNi;DÞ ¼∅. If so,
continue; otherwise reject the guess and go back to step 1.
3.
 Check whether (a) gapðQΓÞrg. Moreover, for each
NiAN , whether (b) costðNiÞrC and (c) valðNiÞZB.
Furthermore, check whether NiaNj for i; jA ½1; k� and
ia j. If all these conditions are satisfied, return “yes”,
and otherwise reject the guess and go back to step 1.
Observe that step 2 is in coNP, and step 3 is in PTIME.
Thus the algorithm is in Σ2

p
as long as step (1) can effective

construct a relaxed query of Q. Below we show that this is
possible.
To see that a relaxed query can be effectively con-

structed, we use the following notion. Given a query Q, a
database D and a set Γ of distance functions, we say that
two relaxed queries QΓ and Q 0

Γ of Q by Γ are D-equivalent
if QΓðDÞ ¼Q 0

ΓðDÞ.
To check whether there exists a relaxation of Q for

ðQ ;D;Qc, costðÞ, valðÞ;C;B; k; gÞ, it suffices to consider those
relaxed queries that are not D-equivalent. Recall the
definition of relaxed queries QΓ of Q from Section 3.1.
Given a predicate of the form distðwc; cÞrd (resp.
distðuz; zÞrd), where the domain of wc (resp. uz) is
domðR:AÞ, the bound d is constrained by the active domain
of R:A. That is, dr l, where l is the maximum distance
between any two values in the active domain of R:A. In
other words, for any d4 l and d04 l, we have that
distðwc; cÞrd (resp. distðuz; zÞrd) and distðwc; cÞrd0 (resp.
distðuz; zÞrd0) are D-equivalent.
In light of this, to construct predicate distðwc; cÞrd (resp.

distðuz; zÞrd) in a relaxed query QΓ , we guess two values
from the active domain of R:A, and let d be the difference
between the two values. This allows us to non-
deterministically inspect all relaxed queries QΓ of Q up
to D-equivalence.
When LQ is DATALOGnr or FO. We next show that QRP is
PSPACE-complete for DATALOGnr and FO.
Lower bound. We first show that for DATALOGnr, QRP is

PSPACE-hard by reduction from Q3SAT, which is PSPACE-
complete (cf. [28]). Given a quantified sentence φ¼ P1x1…
Pmxm ψ ðx1;…; xmÞ, Q3SAT is to decide whether φ is true,
where Pi is either (or 8 , and ψ is an instance of 3SAT, i.e., ψ
is a formula C14 � 4Cr in which each clause Ci is a
disjunction of three variables or negations thereof taken
from fx1;…; xmg.
Given an instance φ of Q3SAT, we define a database D, a

query Q with a set Z of variables and a set E of constants
indicating parameters that are changeable, empty compat-
ibility constraint Qc, functions costðÞ and valðÞ, the set Γ of
distance functions, and positive integers C, B and g. We
show that φ is true if and only if there exists a relaxation
QΓ of Q for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; gÞ. In particular, we
define costðNÞ ¼ jNj if Na∅, costð∅Þ ¼1 and set C¼1.
That is, only single tuples constitute packages. Moreover,
we let k¼1.
(1) Database D consists of a single relation, namely, I01

given in Fig. 2, which is specified by schema R01ðXÞ.
(2) We define query Q as follows:

Q ðcÞ: �pðÞ; R01ðcÞ; c¼ 0;

where pðÞ is defined in stages as follows. Its body has an
IDB:

pð Þ : � p1ðx1;…; xmÞ:

For each iA ½1;m�, pi(x) is defined as follows. If Pi is 8 , then
piðx1;…; xmÞ: �piþ1ðx1; xi�1;1; xiþ1;…; xmÞ;

piþ1ðx1; xi�1;0; xiþ1;…; xmÞ;

i.e., it checks both xi¼1 and xi¼0. If Pi is ( , then

piðx1;…; xmÞ : � RðxiÞ; piþ1ðx1;…; xmÞ;

i.e., either xi¼1 or xi¼0 will do. Finally, pmþ1ðx1;…; xmÞ is
an IDB that encodes ψ ðx1;…; xmÞ, by using inequality a to
encode the negation of variables and multiple datalog
rules to encode disjunction. Obviously this is a non-
recursive datalog program. We let E¼ f0g, and Z ¼∅ as
in its CQ counterpart. That is, we only allow the Boolean
value 0 to be relaxed.
(3) We use the same val(), B, Γ and g as their counter-

parts given above for the CQ case.
Obviously, the answer to pðÞ in D is nonempty if and only

if φ is true. Then along the same lines as the proof for the
CQ case, one can verify that φ is true if and only if there
exists a relaxation QΓ of Q for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ;
valðÞ;C;B; k; gÞ.
We next show that QRP is PSPACE-hard for FO by

reduction from the membership problem for FO, i.e., the
problem to determine, given an FO query Q, a database D
and a tuple t, whether tAQ ðDÞ. This problem is known to
be PSPACE-complete [29].
Given an instance ðQ ;D; tÞ of the membership problem

for FO, we define query Q1 in FO as follows:

Q1ðcÞ ¼ Q 0ð x!Þ 4 R01ðcÞ 4 c¼ 0
� �

;
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where Q 0 is defined as

Q 0ð x!Þ¼ Q ð x!Þ 4 x!¼ t
� �

:

Let E¼ f0g and Z ¼∅. Then by using the same D, empty
compatibility constraint Qc, functions costðÞ, valðÞ, Γ, C, B
and g defined above for DATALOGnr, one can easily verify
that tAQ ðDÞ if and only if there exists a relaxation QΓ of Q1

for ðQ1;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; gÞ.
Upper bound. We give an NPSPACE algorithm for deter-

mining QRPðLQ Þ when LQ is DATALOGnr or FO, as follows:
1.
 Guess a relaxed query QΓ of Q based on the active
domain of D, and a set N ¼ fNi j iA ½1; k�g such that
each Ni has polynomially many items based on the
predefined polynomial pðÞ, and NiaNj when ia j.
2.
 For each NiAN , check whether QcðNi;DÞ ¼∅. If so,
continue, otherwise reject the guess and go back to
step 1.
3.
 For each NiAN , check whether (a) NiDQΓðDÞ, (b)
gapðQΓÞrg, (c) costðNiÞrC, and (d) valðNiÞZB. If so,
return “yes”; otherwise reject the guess and go to
step 1.

As argued in the proof for QRP((FOþ ) given above, step
1 can effectively guess relaxed queries. When LQ is
DATALOGnr or FO, steps 2 and 3 are in PSPACE [29]. Hence
the algorithm is in NPSPACE¼PSPACE; and so is QRPðLQ Þ
in this case.
When LQ is DATALOG. Finally, we show that QRP(DATA-

LOG) is EXPTIME-complete.
Lower bound. We show that QRP(DATALOG) is EXPTIME-

hard by reduction from the membership problem for
DATALOG. The latter is to determine, given a DATALOG
query Q, a database D and a tuple t, whether tAQ ðDÞ. It is
known that this problem is EXPTIME-complete [29]. The
reduction is the same as the reduction for the FO case
given above, by defining Q1 from Q, except that the query
Q is in DATALOG rather than in FO. Along the same line as
the proof of QRP(FO), one can prove that tAQ ðDÞ if and
only if there exists a relaxation QΓ of Q1 for
ðQ1;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; gÞ.
Upper bound. To prove the upper bound, we give an

EXPTIME algorithm for deciding QRP(DATALOG) as
follows.
1.
 Enumerate all relaxed queries of Q up to D-equivalence.

2.
 For each such relaxed query QΓ , if gapðQΓÞrg, then do

the following.
(a) Enumerate all subsets of QΓðDÞ with polynomially

many tuples (using the predefined polynomial pðÞ).
(b) For each N consisting of k such pairwise distinct

subsets, and for each set Ni in N , check: (i) whether
QcðNi;DÞ ¼∅, and (ii) costðNiÞrC; and (iii) whether
valðNiÞZB. If all these conditions are satisfied,
return “yes”.
3.
 Return “no” after all QΓ up to D-equivalence and all N
are inspected, if none satisfies the conditions above.

We next show that the algorithm is in EXPTIME. We first
prove that step 1 is in EXPTIME. Indeed, following the
same argument as given earlier for QRP((FOþ ), it suffices
to consider relaxed queries that are not D-equivalent.
Given the set Z of variables and the set E of constants in
Q that are changeable parameters, there exist at most
jDjjEjþ jZj many relaxed queries of Q up to D-equivalence.
Indeed, as argued above, for a predicate of the form
distðwc; cÞrd (resp. distðuz; zÞrd), where the domain of
wc (resp. uz) is domðR:AÞ, the bound d is no larger than the
maximum distance l between any two values in the active
domain of R:A. Hence there exist at most l distinct relaxa-
tions of the predicate up to D-equivalence. From this
follows the bound jDjjEjþ jZj. Hence step 1 is in EXPTIME.
Step 2 is iterated exponentially many times, and each
iteration takes EXPTIME [29]. Hence step 2 is also in
EXPTIME. Putting steps 1 and 2 together, we have that
the algorithm is in EXPTIME.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. Note that in all

the lower bound proofs above, we assume k¼1. That is, the
lower bounds remain intact when top-1 package is
considered. □

Data complexity of QRPðLQ Þ. When it comes to the
data complexity, we show that it makes our lives easier
when selection criteria Q and compatibility constraints Qc

are both fixed. Moreover, different query languages have
no impact on the data complexity: it is NP-complete for all
query languages given in Section 2. Further, the lower
bounds remain unchanged when k¼1, like their counter-
parts for the combined complexity.

Theorem 2. The data complexity of QRPðLQ Þ is NP-com-
plete for all the languages given in Section 2, and remains
NP-hard when k¼1. □

Similar to the lower bound proofs in Theorem 1, we
construct a query Q such that it has only one parameter
(constant 0) that can be relaxed and such that the query
returns no packages. We then ensure that the relaxed
query QΓ returns packages as long as these exist. The
existence of such packages is NP-hard due to the fact that
costðÞ and valðÞ may involve aggregate computations that,
e.g., can ensure that packages correspond to valid truth
assignments. We next give proof of Theorem 2 as follows.

Proof. It suffices to show that QRP(CQ) is NP-hard and
that QRPðLQ Þ is in NP for all query languages given in
Section 2.
Lower bound. We show that QRP(CQ) is already NP-hard

even in the absence of compatibility constraints Qc. We
verify this by reduction from 3SAT. An instance of 3SAT is a
formula φ¼ C14⋯4Cr , where X ¼ fx1;…; xmg, as
described in the proof of Theorem 1 for the FO case. It is
to decide whether φ is satisfiable, i.e., there exists a truth
assignment of variables in X that satisfies Ci for all iA ½1; r�.
Given an instance φ of 3SAT, we define a database D, a

query Q in CQ, a set Γ of distance functions, empty Qc,
functions costðÞ and valðÞ, and positive integers C, B, and g.
We show that φ is satisfiable if and only if there exists a
query relaxation QΓ of Q for ðQ , D, Qc, costðÞ, valðÞ, C, B, k, gÞ,
when k¼1.
(1) The database consists of a single relation RCðcid, L1,

V1, L2, V2, L3, V3, VÞ. Its instance IC consists of the following
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tuples. Recall that for all iA ½1; r�, Ci ¼ ℓi
13ℓi

23ℓi
3, where

the ℓj
i
's are variables or negation of variables in X. For any

possible truth assignment μi of variables in the literals
in Ci that make Ci true, IC includes a tuple
ði; xk; vk; xl; vl; xm; vm;1Þ, where xk ¼ ℓi

1 if ℓi
1AX, and

xk ¼ ℓ
i
1 if ℓi

1 ¼ xk. We set vk ¼ μiðxkÞ; similarly for xl, xm
and vl and vm.
(2) We define the query Q as follows:

Q ðc; l1; v1; l2; v2; l3; v3; vÞ ¼ RCðc; l1; v1; l2; v2; l3; v3; vÞ4v¼ 0ð Þ;

which simply selects tuples from IC with their V-attribute
set to 0. We let E¼ f0g and Z ¼∅. That is, we only allow the
value 0 to be relaxed. Observe that Q ðDÞ ¼∅ since D only
carries tuples in which the V-attribute is equal to 1.
In addition, we define Qc to be the empty query.
(3) We define valðNÞ ¼ jNj and set B¼r.
(4) We define costðNÞ ¼ 2 if one of the following condi-

tions is satisfied: (a) N contains two distinct tuples with
the same cid value, (b) when N contains two tuples s and t
that contain the same variable xi but s½Vi� ¼ 0 whereas
t½Vi� ¼ 1, (c) when not all variables in X appear in N, or (d)
when N does not contain a tuple for every cid value.
Furthermore, for any other N, we define costðNÞ ¼ 1. We
set C¼1. Let Γ consist of a single distance function distðÞ
defined on Boolean values: distð1;0Þ ¼ distð0;1Þ ¼ 1, and
distð0;0Þ¼distð1;1Þ¼0.
Note that there exists no package NDQ ðDÞ such that

valðNÞZB given that Q ðDÞ ¼∅ and valð∅ÞoB. We now
verify that φ is true if and only if there exists a query
relaxation QΓ of Q for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; gÞ.
()) First assume that φ is satisfiable. Then there exists a

truth assignment μ0
X for X that satisfies φ, i.e., every clause

Cj of φ is true with μX
0
. Define a relaxed query QΓ of Q:

QΓðc; l1; v1; l2; v2; l3; v3;wcÞ ¼ RCðc; l1; v1; l2; v2; l3; v3; vÞð

4v¼wc4distðwc;0Þr1Þ:

Then QΓðDÞ ¼ IC when wc¼1, since distðwc;0Þr1 in this
case. Given that μ0

X makes φ true, there exist r tuples in IC,
one for each clause in φ, such that the values of the
variables in these tuples agree with μ0

X. Let N consist of
these r tuples. Then one can easily verify that valðNÞ ¼ rZB
and costðNÞ ¼ 1rC. Therefore, QΓ is a relaxation of Q for
ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; gÞ.
(() Conversely, assume that φ is not satisfiable. Suppose

by contradiction that there exists a relaxation QΓ of Q. Let
N be a package of ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;CÞ that is rated
above B. Then, this would imply that IC contains r tuples,
one for each clause of φ, such that put together they define
a truth assignment μN for X that makes φ true. This
contradicts the assumption that φ is not satisfiable.
Upper bound. To determine QRPðLQ Þ when Q and Qc are

fixed, we use the same algorithm given in the proof of
Theorem 1 for QRP(FO). Since Q and Qc are fixed, steps 2
and 3 of that algorithm are in PTIME, for all LQ given in
Section 2. Hence the algorithm is in NP, and so is QRPðLQ Þ
when LQ ranges over CQ, UCQ, (FOþ , DATALOGnr, FO and
DATALOG.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. □
4. Adjustment recommendation

In this section we study adjustment recommendation. In
practice the collection D of items maintained by a recom-
mendation systemmay fail to provide items that most users
want. When this happens, the managers of the system
would want the system to recommend how to “minimally”
modify D such that users' requests could be satisfied. Below
we first present adjustments to D (Section 4.1). We then
formulate and study the adjustment recommendation pro-
blem (Section 4.2).

4.1. Adjustments to item collections

Consider a database D of items that are currently
provided by a system, and a collection D0 of additional
available items. We use ΔðD;D0Þ to denote adjustments to D,
which is a set consisting of (a) tuples to be deleted from D,
and (b) tuples from D0 to be inserted into D. We use D �
ΔðD;D0Þ to denote the database obtained by modifying D
with ΔðD;D0Þ.

Consider a query Q in LQ for selecting items, a query Qc in
LQ as compatibility constraint, functions costðÞ and valðÞ, a
cost budget C, a rating bound B, and a natural number kZ1,
such that there exists no top-k package selection for
ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;CÞ. We want to find a set ΔðD;D0Þ of
adjustments to D such that there exists a setN of k packages
for ðQ ;D � ΔðD;D0Þ;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;CÞ that are rated above B.
That is, Q can find k packages in the adjusted database D �
ΔðD;D0Þ such that for each such package N, valðNÞZB, and N
satisfies the selection criteria Q, compatibility constraints Qc

as well as aggregate constraints costðNÞrC.
One naturally wants to find a “minimum” ΔðD;D0Þ to

adjust D. For a positive integer k0Z1, we call ΔðD;D0 a
package adjustment for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ if (a)
jΔðD;D0Þjrk0, and (b) there exist k distinct packages for
ðQ ;D � ΔðD;D0Þ;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;CÞ that are rated above B.

4.2. Deciding adjustment recommendation

These suggest that we study the following problem.

ARPðLQ Þ:
 The adjustment recommendation problem

INPUT:
 Databases D and D0 , queries Q ;QcALQ , two

functions costðÞ and valðÞ, natural numbers C;B
and k; k0Z1, such that there exists no top-k
package selection for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;CÞ.
QUESTION:
 Is there a package adjustment ΔðD;D0Þ for ðQ , D,
Qc , costðÞ, valðÞ, C, B, k, k0Þ?
Combined complexity of ARPðLQ Þ. The analysis of
adjustment recommendation is no easier than its counter-
part for query relaxation recommendation. Indeed,
ARPðLQ Þ has the same combined and data complexity as
QRPðLQ Þ, although their proofs are quite different. More-
over, like their QRPðLQ Þ counterparts, all the lower bounds
of ARPðLQ Þ also remain intact when k¼1, i.e., for top-1
package selection, when LQ ranges over the query lan-
guages given in Section 2.

We first establish the combined complexity of ARPðLQ Þ,
when queries Q and Qc and databases D and D0 can all vary.
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Theorem 3. The combined complexity of ARPðLQ Þ is
�
 Σp
2�complete when LQ is CQ , UCQ or (FOþ ;
�
 PSPACE�complete when LQ is DATALOGnr or FO; and
�
�
:

EXPTIME�complete when LQ is DATALOG.

All the lower bounds remain unchanged when k¼1. □

Below we outline the idea behind the lower-bound
proofs when the complexity of ARPðLQ Þ coincides with the
complexity of query evaluation of LQ , i.e., when LQ is
DATALOGnr, FO, or DATALOG. We start by considering a
selection query Q in LQ that encodes the hardness of query
evaluation and assume that D contains an empty special
relation ensuring that Q does not return any packages.
Adjustments to D that make that special relation non-
empty will trigger a non-empty evaluation of Q. We then
show that Q generates packages on the updated database if
and only if Q evaluates to non-empty, from which the
lower bounds then follow. Similarly, we verify the lower
bound of ARPðLQ Þ when LQ is CQ, UCQ or (FOþ . For these
languages, the higher complexity of ARPðLQ Þ when com-
pared to the query evaluation (which is in NP) is due to the
presence of compatibility constraints and the fact that
costðÞ and valðÞmay involve aggregate computations. Based
on these ideas, we prove Theorem 3 as follows.

Proof. We verify the combined complexity of ARP for CQ,
UCQ, (FOþ , DATALOGnr, FO and DATALOG.
When LQ is CQ, UCQ or (FOþ . It suffices to show that

ARP is Σ2
p
-hard for CQ when k¼1, and ARP is in Σ2

p
for

(FOþ .
Lower bound. We show that ARP(CQ) is Σ2

p
-hard by

reduction from the (n8n3DNF problem (see the proof of
Theorem 1 for the statement of the problem). Given an
instance φ¼ (X8Y ψ ðX;YÞ of the (n8n3DNF problem, we
define a database D, a collection D0 of items, queries Q and
Qc, functions costðÞ and valðÞ, and natural numbers k and k0.
We show that φ is true if and only if there exists a package
adjustment ΔðD;D0Þ for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;B;C; k; k0Þ,
when k¼1. Assume X ¼ fx1;…; xmg and Y ¼ fy1;…; yng.
(1) Database D consists of four relations: (a) an empty

relation Ib ¼∅ of schema Rb which is the same as R01 given
in the proof of Theorem 1, and (b) I3 , I4 and I: as shown
in Fig. 2, which are specified by schemas R3 ðB;A1;A2Þ,
R4 ðB;A1;A2Þ and R:ðA;AÞ given in the proof of Theorem 1,
respectively. We define D0 to be the relation I01 given in
Fig. 2, encoding the Boolean domain.
(2) We define a CQ query Q as follows:

Q ð x!Þ¼ (z1; z0 QZðz1; z0Þ 4 ðR01ðx1Þ4⋯4R01ðxmÞÞð Þ:
Here x!¼ ðx1;…; xmÞ, and sub-query QZðz1; z0Þ is defined as
Rbðz1Þ4ðz1 ¼ 1Þ 4 Rbðz0Þ4 ðz0 ¼ 0Þ. As will be seen shortly,
it ensures that the updated relation Ib encodes the Boolean
domain I01, and if so, Q ð x!Þ generates all truth assignments
of X variables by means of Cartesian products of R01.
(3) We define the CQ query Qc as follows:

QcðbÞ ¼ ( x! ; y! RQ ð x!Þ 4 QY ð y!Þ 4 Qψ ð x!; y!;bÞ 4 b¼ 0
�

Here RQ is the schema of the query answer Q ðD � ΔðD;D0ÞÞ,
and QY ð y!Þ is to generate all truth assignments of Y
variables by means of Cartesian products of the updated
relation Ib, which is an instance of schema R01 and is the
Boolean domain I01. Query Qψ encodes the truth value of
ψ ðX;YÞ for given truth assignments μX and μY . It returns
b¼1 if ψ ðX;YÞ is satisfied by μX and μY , and b¼0 other-
wise. The answer Qc(b) is nonempty if and only if for a
given set NDQ ðD � ΔðD;D0ÞÞ that encodes a valid truth
assignment μX for X, there exists a truth assignment of Y
that makes ψ ðX;YÞ false.
(4) We define costðNÞ ¼ valðNÞ ¼ jNj if N is nonempty,

and costðNÞ ¼1 and valðNÞ ¼ �1 otherwise. We define
the cost budget C¼1 and B¼1. These ensure that any
package N selected has exactly one item. We also define
k¼1 and k0 ¼ 2.
One can easily see that Q ðDÞ ¼∅ since Ib ¼∅. We next

show that φ is true if and only if there exists a package
adjustment ΔðD;D0Þ for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ.
()) First assume that φ is true. Then there exists a truth

assignment μX
0
for variables in X such that for all truth

assignments μY for Y, ψ is true. Let ΔðD;D0Þ ¼ I01, and N

consist of the tuple representing μX
0
. Then jΔðD;D0Þjrk0,

QcðN;D � ΔðD;D0ÞÞ is empty, costðNÞ ¼ 1rC, and
valðNÞZ1¼ B. Therefore, N ¼ fNg makes a top-1 package
recommendation. In other words, this ΔðD;D0Þ is indeed a
package adjustment for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ.
(() Conversely, assume that φ is false. Then for all truth

assignments μX for X, there exists a truth assignment μY

for Y such that ψ is not satisfied by μX and μY . As a result,
no matter what ΔðD;D0Þ we pick, either D � ΔðD;D0Þ does
not encode the Boolean domain and hence Q ðD � ΔðD;D0ÞÞ
is empty; or for all packages N that satisfy costðNÞrC and
valðNÞZB, we have that QcðN;D � ΔðD;D0ÞÞ is nonempty.
From these it follows that there exists no ΔðD;D0Þ that is a
package adjustment for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ.
Upper bound. We show that ARP((FOþ ) is in Σ2

p
, by

giving the following algorithm.
1.
 Guess (a) a set ΔðD;D0Þ consisting of at most k0 updates,
(b) k sets of CQ queries from Q, each of a polynomial
cardinality based on the predefined polynomial pðÞ, and
(c) a tableau from D � ΔðD;D0Þ for each of these CQ
queries. These yield a set N ¼ fNi j iA ½1; k�g of packages
such that NiDQ ðD � ΔðD;D0ÞÞ for all iA ½1; k�.
2.
 For each NiAN , check whether QcðNi;D � ΔðD;D0ÞÞ ¼∅.
If so, continue, and otherwise reject the guess and go
back to step 1.
3.
 For each NiAN , check whether (a) costðNiÞrC and (b)
valðNiÞZB. Furthermore, check whether NiaNj for
i; jA ½1; k� and ia j. If so, return “yes”, and otherwise
reject the guess and go back to step 1.

The algorithm is in Σ2
p
since step 2 is in coNP, and step 3

is in PTIME. From this it follows that ARP((FOþ ) is in Σ2
p
.

When LQ is DATALOGnr or FO. We next show that when
LQ is DATALOGnr or FO, ARPðLQ Þ is PSPACE-complete.
Lower bound. We show that ARP is PSPACE-hard for

DATALOGnr by reduction from Q3SAT (recall the statement
of Q3SAT from the proof for Theorem 1, for
QRP(DATALOGnr)).
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Given an instance φ¼ P1x1…Pmxm ψ ðx1;…; xmÞ of
Q3SAT, we define a database D consisting of a single empty
instance Ib of schema R01, and D0 ¼ I01. Moreover, we use
the same query Q, empty query Qc, function costðÞ as their
counterparts given in the proof of Theorem 1 for
QRP(DATALOGnr). We define valðÞ to be a constant func-
tion that returns 1 on any package, and let C ¼ B¼ k¼ 1
and k0 ¼ 2. Along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 1
for DATALOGnr, one can verify that φ is true if and only if
there exists a package adjustment ΔðD;D0Þ for ðQ , D, Qc,
costðÞ, valðÞ, C, B, k, k0Þ.
We next show that ARP is PSPACE-hard for FO by

reduction from the membership problem for FO (see the
proof of Theorem 1 for the statement of the membership
problem). Using the same D, D0, Qc, C, costðÞ, valðÞ, k;B and
k0 as defined above and the same query Q 0 as given in the
proof of Theorem 1 for FO, one can encode an instance
ðQ ;D; tÞ of the membership problem for FO. One can easily
verify that tAQ ðDÞ if and only if there exists a package
adjustment for ðQ 0;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ.
Upper bound. We show that ARP is in PSPACE for

DATALOGnr and FO, by presenting the following algorithm.
1.
 Guess a set ΔðD;D0Þ with at most k0 tuples from D and
D0, and a set N ¼ fNi j iA ½1; k�g such that each Ni in N
has polynomially many items (based on the predefined
polynomial pðÞ) and NiaNj when ia j.
2.
 For all NiAN , check whether (a) NiDQ ðD � ΔðD;D0ÞÞ,
(b) costðNiÞrC, and (c) valðNiÞZB. If so, continue, and
otherwise reject the guess and go back to step 1.
3.
 For all NiAN , check whether QcðNi;D � ΔðD;D0ÞÞ ¼∅. If
so, return “yes’; and otherwise reject the guess and go
back to step 1.
The algorithm is in NPSPACE¼PSPACE since steps 2 and
3 are in PSPACE; hence so is ARP when LQ is FO or
DATALOGnr.
When LQ is DATALOG. Finally, we show that ARP(DATA-

LOG) is EXPTIME-complete.
Lower bound. We show that ARP(DATALOG) is EXPTIME-

hard by reduction from the membership problem for
DATALOG (recall the statement of the problem from the
proof of Theorem 1 for QRP(DATALOG)). The reduction is
the same as the one for the FO case given above, except
that here the query Q is the one given in the proof of
Theorem 1 for QRP(DATALOG).
Upper bound. We show that ARP(DATALOG) is in

EXPTIME by giving the following algorithm.
1.
 Compute all sets ΔðD;D0Þ consisting of at most k0 tuples
taken from D and D0.
2.
 For each such ΔðD;D0Þ do the following:
(a) Enumerate all subsets of Q ðD � ΔðD;D0ÞÞ consisting

of polynomially many tuples, based on pðÞ.
(b) For each N consisting of k such pairwise distinct

subsets, and for each set Ni in N , check whether (a)
QcðNi;D � ΔðD;D0ÞÞ ¼∅, and (b) costðNiÞrC; and
(c) valðNiÞZB. If all these conditions are satisfied,
return “yes”.
3.
 Return “no” after all ΔðD;D0Þ and all N are inspected, if
none satisfies the conditions above.
Obviously, step 1 is in EXPTIME. Step 2 is also in EXPTIME:
it is executed exponentially many times in total, and each
iteration takes EXPTIME [29]. Hence the algorithm is in
EXPTIME. Therefore, ARP(DATALOG) is also in EXPTIME.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. □

Data complexity of ARPðLQ Þ. We next study the data
complexity of ARPðLQ Þ, when only databases D and D0 may
vary, while Q and Qc are fixed. The results below tell us
that fixing queries Q and Qc simplifies the analysis of
ARPðLQ Þ, although ARPðLQ Þ is still intractable. This is
consistent with its counterpart for query relaxation recom-
mendation (Theorem 2).

Theorem 4. The data complexity of ARPðLQ Þ is NP-complete
for all the languages given in Section 2, and remains NP-hard
when k¼1. □

The lower-bound proofs follow an idea similar to their
counterparts given for Theorem 3. More specifically, we
construct a query Q such that Q evaluates to empty on D
but returns packages on the updated D � ΔðD;D0Þ. It is NP-
hard to determine whether there exist packages selected
by Q from D � ΔðD;D0Þ because costðÞ and valðÞ may
involve aggregate computation, which ensures that
packages encode valid truth assignments. Based on this
idea, we prove Theorem 4 as follows.

Proof. We show that when Q and Qc are fixed, ARPðLQ Þ is
NP-complete for all the languages given in Section 2.
Lower bound. It suffices to show that ARP(CQ) is already

NP-hard when k¼1, by reduction from 3SAT (recall the
statement of 3SAT from the proof of Theorem 1).
Given an instance φ¼ C14⋯4Cr of 3SAT defined over a

set X ¼ fx1;…; xmg of variables, we define a database D,
queries Q and Qc, a set D0 of items, functions costðÞ and
valðÞ, and natural numbers C, B, kZ1 and k0Z1. We show
that φ is satisfiable if and only if there exists a package
adjustment ΔðD;D0Þ for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ.
Before giving the reduction, we first construct an

equivalent formula φ0 from φ, such that φ is satisfiable
if and only if φ0 is satisfiable. Let z; e1; e2; e3 be fresh
variables that are not in X. We define
φ0 ¼ ðφ3zÞ4z4Crþ1 ¼⋀r

i ¼ 1ðCi3zÞ4z4Crþ1, where
Crþ1 ¼ e13e23e3. It is easy to see that for all truth
assignments μX of X variables, μX satisfies φ if and only
if μX makes φ0 true when extended with z¼0 and ej¼1 for
some jA ½1;3�. Hence, φ is satisfiable if and only if φ0 is
satisfiable.
We next give the reduction. We set k¼ k0 ¼ 1.
(1) Database D contains a single relation RCðcid, L1, V1, L2,

V2, L3, V3, Z, VZÞ. Its instance IC consists of the following
tuples. Let C 0

i ¼ ℓi
13ℓi

23ℓi
33z be the ith clause of φ0,

where iA ½1; r�. For any possible truth assignment μi of
variables in the literals of C 0

i that satisfies Ci, we add a tuple
ði; xk; vk; xl; vl; xm; vm; z;0Þ to IC, such that xk ¼ ℓi

1 when
ℓi
1AX, and xk ¼ ℓ

i
1 when ℓi

1 ¼ xk; similarly for xl, vl, xm
and vm.
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(2) We define D0 to be the set consisting of a single tuple
ðrþ1; e1;1; e2;1; e3;1; z;0Þ, which encodes a truth assign-
ment of variables in clause Crþ1 and has z¼0, satisfying
z4Crþ1.
(3) We define the query Q to be the identity query on

instances of RC, and let Qc be empty.
(4) We define costðNÞ ¼ 2 if one of the following condi-

tions is satisfied: (a) package N contains two distinct tuples
with the same cid value; (b) there exists two distinct
tuples in N that have different values for a variable
appearing in both of them, (c) not all variables in X appear
in N, or (d) when N does not contain a tuple for every cid

value. Furthermore, for any other N, we define costðNÞ ¼ 1.
We set C¼1.
(5) We define valðNÞ ¼ jNj if Na∅ and valð∅Þ ¼ �1.

Finally, we set the rating bound B¼ rþ1.
One can easily verify that for any package N composed of

tuples in Q(D), valðNÞoB, by the definition of function
valðÞ. Hence there exist no k packages satisfying the
requirements.
We next show that this is indeed a reduction.
()) First assume that φ is satisfiable. Then there exists a

truth assignment μX
0
for variables in X that satisfies φ. As

argued earlier, μX
0
makes φ0 true when we let z¼0, and

ej¼1 for jA ½1;3�. Let ΔðD;D0Þ ¼D0, i.e., ΔðD;D0Þ consists of
the single tuple ðrþ1; e1;1; e2;1; e3;1; z;0Þ. Let N consist of
r tuples in D that correspond to the truth assignment μX

0
,

one for each clause of φ0, as well as the tuple in ΔðD;D0Þ.
Then one can readily verify that costðNÞrC and valðNÞZB
by the definition of costðÞ and valðÞ, respectively. That is,
ΔðD;D0Þ is a package adjustment for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ;
valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ.
(() Conversely, assume that φ is not satisfiable. Recall

that D0 consists a single tuple ðrþ1; e1;1; e2;1; e3;1; z;0Þ
and k0 ¼ 1. Then it is easy to see that there exists no
package N consisting of tuples in D � ΔðD;D0Þ such that
costðNÞrC and valðNÞZB, no matter how we define
ΔðD;D0Þ. Indeed, it there exists such a package N, we can
construct a truth assignment of X variables from N that
makes φ true, by capitalizing on the definition of function
costðÞ given above. Hence there exists no package adjust-
ment for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ.
Upper bound. To see the upper bound, consider the

algorithm developed in the proof of Theorem 3 for
ARP(FO). This algorithm can also be used to check
ARPðLQ Þ when LQ is any language given in Section 2.
When Q and Qc are fixed, both steps 2 and 3 of that
algorithm are in PTIME. Hence the algorithm is in NP.
Therefore, for fixed Q and Qc in LQ , ARPðLQ Þ is in NP when
LQ is CQ, UCQ, (FOþ , DATALOGnr, FO and DATALOG.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. □

5. Special cases

The high complexity bounds of QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ
given in the previous sections suggest that we study
special cases of these problems, to find out where the
complexity comes from, and to identify tractable cases. In
this section we study the cases when LQ is a language for
which the membership problem is in PTIME (Section 5.1),
when packages are bounded by a constant instead of a
polynomial (Section 5.2), and when compatibility con-
straints are simply PTIME functions or are absent
(Section 5.3). We also study traditional item recommenda-
tions, for which each package has a single item, and
compatibility constraints are absent (Section 5.4). We
provide combined and data complexity of these cases,
which demonstrate the impact of various factors on the
analyses of QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ.

5.1. SP queries

We have seen that QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ are Σ2
p
-hard

when LQ subsumes CQ. This motivates us to consider
query languages simpler than CQ, for which the member-
ship problem is in PTIME. To this end, we study SP, a
fragment of CQ that supports projection and selection
operators only. An SP query is of the form

Q ð x!Þ¼ ( y! ðRð x!; y!Þ4ψ ð x!; y!ÞÞ;
where ψ is a conjunction of predicates ¼ ; a ; o ; r ; 4
and Z .

We show that SP queries indeed simplify the combined
complexity analyses of QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ, to an
extent: both problems become NP-complete as opposed
to Σ2

p
-complete for CQ (Theorems 1 and 3), while their

data complexity analyses remain NP-complete (Theorems
2 and 4). These are consistent with Theorems 1 and 3:
query languages dominate the combined complexity of
QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ.

The study of SP is not only of theoretical interest. It is
also useful in practice. Indeed, one often uses SP queries in
recommendation systems, even identity queries [2], a
special case of SP when j y!j¼ 0 and ψ is a tautology (see
[25] for details). In fact the result below holds for all query
languages with a PTIME membership problem, including
but not limited to SP.

Corollary 1. When LQ is SP, QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ are NP-
complete for both combined and data complexity. □

Proof. We first study QRP(SP), and then investigate
ARP(SP).
QRP(SP). Recall that in the proof of Theorem 2, it is

shown that QRP(CQ) is NP-hard by using a fixed SP query
as Q and by letting Qc be empty. Since the empty Qc can be
expressed in SP, the lower bound holds here, i.e., the proof
of Theorem 2 shows that QRP(SP) is NP-hard even for data
complexity.
For the upper bound, consider the algorithm given in the

proof of Theorem 1 for the combined complexity of
QRP(FO), which also works on SP queries. When Q and
Qc are in SP, steps 2 and 3 of the algorithm are both in
PTIME. Thus the algorithm is in NP for SP. Putting these
together, we have that QRPðLQ Þ is NP-complete for com-
bined and data complexity.
ARP(SP). Recall the proof of Theorem 4, where it is

shown that ARP(CQ) is NP-hard when Q is a fixed identity
query and Qc is empty. Thus ARP(SP) is already NP-hard for
data complexity.
For the upper bound, the algorithm given in the proof of

Theorem 3 for ARP(FO) works for SP. Observe that the
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combined complexity of the algorithm is in NP since the
membership problem for SP is in PTIME. Taken together,
these show that ARP(SP) is NP-complete for combined and
data complexity. □

5.2. Packages bounded by a constant size

One might be tempted to think that fixing package size
would simplify the analyses of QRP and ARP. Below we
study the impact of fixing package sizes, by considering
packages N such that jNjrBp, where Bp is a predefined
constant rather than a polynomial. This is practical since in
real-life recommendation systems, one often assumes a
constant bound on packages. Indeed, to form an NBA team,
one needs 5 players only [3].

Below we show that fixing package sizes does not make
our lives easier when the combined complexity analyses
are concerned for both QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ, when LQ

ranges over all the languages considered here. In contrast,
it indeed simplifies the data complexity analysis of QRP,
but not that of ARP.

Observe the following. (1) In the results of Sections 3
and 4, QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ have the same combined
and data complexity. However, given a constant bound Bp
on packages, these problems behave quite differently: the
data complexity analysis of QRPðLQ Þ is tractable, while its
ARPðLQ Þ counterpart remains NP-complete. (2) The proofs
of the intractability of the combined complexity analyses
of QRP(SP) and ARP(SP) are quite different from their
counterparts for QRP(CQ) and ARP(CQ) (Theorems 1–4).
The reductions of the former make use of k, the number of
packages, while the latter remain intact when k¼1. That is,
although SP is a fragment of CQ, the results for SP do not
carry over to CQ when k¼1.

Theorem 5. For packages with a constant bound Bp, when
LQ is CQ, UCQ, (FOþ , DATALOGnr, FO or DATALOG,
�
 QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ have the same combined com-
plexity as their counterparts given in Theorems1 and3,
respectively;
�
 QRPðLQ Þ is in PTIME for data complexity; and

�
 ARPðLQ Þ is NP-complete for data complexity.

For SP,
�
 QRP is NP-complete for combined complexity and is in
PTIME for data complexity; and
�
 ARP is NP-complete for combined and data
complexity. □

Proof. We first study QRP, and then investigate ARP

(1) QRPðLQ Þ. We first investigate the combined com-
plexity of QRPðLQ Þ, and then study its data complexity.
(1.1) Combined complexity.
(1.1.1) When LQ is CQ, UCQ, (FOþ , DATALOGnr or DATA-

LOG. Observe that the lower bounds of QRP given in
Theorem 1 hold here since their proofs use only top-1
package consisting of one item. Moreover, all the algo-
rithms given there still work on packages with a constant
bound. Thus, for packages bounded by Bp, the combined
complexity bounds of QRPðLQ Þ remain unchanged for CQ,
UCQ, FO, DATALOGnr and DATALOG.
(1.1.2) When LQ is SP. We show that QRP(SP) is NP-

complete for packages with a constant bound Bp.
Lower bound. We show that QRP(SP) is NP-hard by

reduction from the Knapsack problem. Given a finite set
U, a size function sðÞ and a value function vðÞ such that for
all uAU, s(u) and v(u) are positive integers, and moreover,
positive integers BU and KU, the Knapsack problem deter-
mines whether there exists a subset U0DU such that
sumuAU0sðuÞrBU and sumuAU0vðuÞZKU . It is known that
this problem is NP-complete even when (a) sðuÞ ¼ vðuÞ for
all uAU, and (b) KU¼BU¼ðsumuAUvðuÞÞ=2 (cf. [30]). We
consider this special case of Knapsack that is to determine
whether there exists a subset U0DU such that
sumuAU0sðuÞ ¼ ðsumuAUsðuÞÞ=2.
Given such an instance of Knapsack, we define a data-

base D, queries Q and Qc in SP, a collection Γ of distance
functions, functions costðÞ and valðÞ, and natural numbers
C;B and g. We show that there exists a subset U0 of U
satisfying sumuAU0 sðuÞrBU and sumuAU0 sðuÞZKU if and
only if there exists a relaxation QΓ of Q for ðQ , D, Qc, costðÞ,
valðÞ, C, B, k, gÞ when Bp¼1, i.e., for single-tuple packages.
(1) Database D consists of a single relation IU specified by

a 2m-arity schema RUðU1, P1, …, Um, PmÞ, where m¼ jUj,
and Pi has a Boolean domain with values 0 or 1. Assume
that U consists of u1;…;um, sorted in an (arbitrary) order.
Intuitively, attribute Ui in RU corresponds to element ui in
U. The instance IU consists of the following tuples. For each
uiAU, there exist sðuiÞ many tuples in IU, such that in each
tuple t, tðUiÞ is a positive integer in ½1; sðuiÞ� and tðPiÞ ¼ 1,
and for all jA ½1;m� with ja i, tðUjÞ ¼ 0 and tðPiÞ ¼ 0.
Intuitively, we use these tuples to encode the size sðuiÞ of
ui.
(2) We define an SP query Q as follows.

Q ðx1; p1;…; xm; pmÞ ¼ RUðx1; p1;…; xm; pmÞ
�

4p1 ¼ 04⋯4pm ¼ 0
�
:

We let E, the set of changeable constants, be f0g, and we let
the set Z of changeable variables be ∅. We define the
compatibility constraint Qc to be the empty query.
(3) We define costðNÞ ¼ valðNÞ ¼ jNj if Na∅, and let

costðNÞ ¼ þ1 and valðNÞ ¼ 0 otherwise. We set C¼1 such
that any valid package N has a single tuple. We let
B¼ Bp ¼ 1.
(4) We let Γ consist of m distance functions distiðÞ

defined on Pi attributes: distið1;0Þ ¼ sðuiÞ=2, and
distið0;0Þ ¼ 0. We define k¼g¼ðsumuAUsðuÞÞ=2, i.e.,
k¼ g ¼ KU ¼ BU . Note that as opposed to the proofs given
in the previous sections, the bound k on the number of
packages is no longer constant 1.
One can easily verify that Q ðDÞ ¼∅ and hence, there

exist no top-k packages NDQ ðDÞ that can be
recommended.
We next show that this is indeed a reduction.
()) Assume that there exists a subset U0 of U such that

sumuAU0sðuÞ ¼ KU ¼ BU ¼ ðsumuAUsðuÞÞ=2. To simplify the
discussion, assume w.l.o.g. that the subset U0 consists of
elements u1;…;ul for lA ½1;m�. Given this, we define the
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relaxed SP query QΓ as follows:

QΓðx1; p1;…; xm; kÞ ¼ ( w1;…;wl�
RU ðx1;w1;…; xl;wl; xlþ1; plþ1;…; xm; pmÞ

4 ⋀
iA ½1;l�

ðpi ¼wi4distðwi;0ÞrsðuiÞ=2Þ4 ⋀
jA ½lþ1;m�

pj ¼ 0

!
:

Obviously, gapðQΓÞrg¼ BU , and QΓðDÞ returns a set of KU

tuples t with t½Pi� ¼ 1 for iA ½1; l�, corresponding to an
element ui in U0. That is, pi¼0 in Q is “relaxed” in QΓðDÞ.
Let N consist of k¼ KU packages, such that each package N
has a single tuple. Obviously, by the definition of Qc, costðÞ,
valðÞ, B and C,N makes a top-k selection. Thus QΓ is indeed
a relaxation for ðQ , D, Qc, costðÞ, valðÞ, C, B, k, gÞ.
(() Conversely, assume that there exists no subset U0 of

U such that sumuAU0sðuÞ ¼ KU ¼ BU ¼ ðsumuAUsðuÞÞ=2.
Assume by contradiction that there exists a relaxation
QΓ for ðQ , D, Qc, costðÞ, valðÞ, C, B, k, gÞ. Then there must
exist a set N consisting of k¼ KU distinct packages N, such
that jNj ¼ 1, i.e., N consists of a single tuple tAQΓðDÞ,
where t½Pi�a0 for some iA ½1;m� due to the relaxation of
pi¼0 in Q. Then we can readily derive U0 from U based on
N , such that an element ui is included in U0 if and only if
there exists a package NAN such that N consists of a tuple
t and t½Pi� ¼ 1. By the definition of distance functions, the
query Q and database D, one can easily verify that
sumuAU0 sðuÞ ¼ sumuAUsðuÞ. This contradicts the assump-
tion that such a subset U0 does not exist.
Upper bound. We have shown that the combined com-

plexity of QRP(SP) is NP-complete in Corollary 1. The
upper bound obviously carries over here to packages with
a constant bound.
(1.2) Data complexity. We show that when queries Q and

Qc are both fixed, QRPðLQ Þ is in PTIME for packages with a
constant bound, when LQ is SP, CQ, UCQ, (FOþ ,
DATALOGnr, FO or DATALOG. Indeed, for a fixed Q, there
exist polynomially many relaxed queries up to D-equiva-
lence, since jEj and jZj are bounded (see the proof of
Theorem 1 for the argument). Hence we can use the
following algorithm.
1.
 Enumerate all relaxed queries of Q up to D-equivalence.

2.
 For each such relaxed query QΓ , if gapðQΓÞrg, then

compute QΓðDÞ and do the following.
(a) Enumerate all packages NDQΓðDÞ such that

jNjrBp, QcðN;DÞ ¼∅, costðNÞrC and valðNÞZB.
Let N consist of all such packages N.

(b) Check if jN jZk. If so, return “yes”, and otherwise
move to the next relaxed query.
3. Return “no” after all those relaxed queries of Q up to D-
equivalence are checked, if none satisfies these
conditions.

It is easy to verify the correctness of the algorithm. In
particular, when jN jZk (step (3)), one can find top-k
distinct packages from N such that the packages satisfy
the selection criteria, compatibility constraints and aggre-
gate constraints.
To see that the algorithm is in PTIME, observe the following.

When Q is fixed, step 1 is in PTIME, as argued above. Step 2 is
also in PTIME. Indeed, observe that relaxed queries have the

form QΓð x!; w!; u!Þ¼ (w! ; u! ðQ 0ð x!; w!; u!Þ 4 ψwðw
!Þ 4

ψuð u
!ÞÞ. It takes PTIME to evaluate Q 0, ψw and ψu when Q

is fixed. Moreover, step 2(a) is in PTIME since there are
polynomially many packages N such that jNjrBp when Q
and Bp are both fixed; furthermore, for each such set N, it is in
PTIME to check whether QcðN;DÞ ¼∅ since Qc is fixed. Putting
these together, the algorithm is in PTIME for packages with a
constant bound, when Q and Qc are fixed queries in any of the
query languages SP, CQ, UCQ, (FOþ , DATALOGnr, FO or
DATALOG.
(2) ARPðLQ Þ. We next settle the combined complexity

and data complexity of ARPðLQ Þ.
(2.1) Combined complexity.
(2.1.1) When LQ is CQ, UCQ, (FOþ , DATALOGnr, FO or

DATALOG. Observe that the lower bounds of ARPðLQ Þ given
in Theorem 3 remain intact here since their proofs use
only top-1 packages consisting of a single item. In addition,
all the algorithms developed there obviously also work on
the special case when packages have a constant bound.
Thus, for packages with a bounded size, the combined
complexity bounds of ARPðLQ Þ remain unchanged for
these query languages.
(2.1.2) When LQ is SP. We show that ARP(SP) is NP-

complete.
Lower bound. We show that ARP(SP) is NP-hard, by

reduction from 3SAT (see the proof of Theorem 1 for the
statement of 3SAT). Given an instance φ¼ C14⋯4Cr of
3SAT defined over a set X ¼ fx1;…; xmg of variables, we
define Q, D, D0, Qc, C, costðÞ, valðÞ, k, B and k0. We then show
that φ is satisfiable if and only if there exists an adjust-
ment ΔðD;D0Þ for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ. In contrast
to the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4, the reduction here does
not set k¼1.
We give the reduction as follows.
(1) Database D consists of a single relation IC ¼∅

specified by schema RCðcid, L1, V1, L2, V2, L3, V3, VÞ.
(2) We define D0 to be the set consisting of the following

tuples of RC. Recall that for all iA ½1; r�, Ci ¼ ℓi
13ℓi

23ℓi
3,

where ℓj
i
's are variables or negation of variables in X. For

any possible truth assignment μi of variables in the literals
in Ci that makes Ci true, D0 includes a tuple
ði; xk; vk; xl; vl; xm; vm;1Þ, where xk ¼ ℓi

1 if ℓi
1AX, and

xk ¼ ℓ
i
1 if ℓi

1 ¼ xk. We set vk ¼ μiðxkÞ; similarly for xl, xm
and vl and vm.

(3) We define the query Q as the identity query on
instances of RC, and let Qc be the empty query.

(4) We define costðNÞ ¼ 2 if either (a) N contains two
distinct tuples with the same cid value; or (b) N contains
two distinct tuples s and t that contain the same variable xi
with different values, i.e., s½Vi� ¼ 0 while t½Vi� ¼ 1. Further-
more, for any other N, we define costðNÞ ¼ 1. We set the
cost bound C¼1. In addition, we define valðNÞ ¼ 1 if jNj ¼ 2,
and for any other packages N, we let valðNÞ ¼ 0. We set the
rating bound B¼1.

(5) We set k¼ r � ðr�1Þ=2 and k0 ¼ r. Note that neither k
nor k0 is set to 1, in contrast to the proofs in Sections 3 and 4.
(6) Finally, we define Bp¼2.
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Given these, it is obvious that Q ðDÞ ¼∅ and hence, there
exist no k packages that are rated above B.
We next show that this is indeed a reduction.
()) First assume that φ is satisfiable. Then there exists a

truth assignment μX
0
for X that satisfies φ. Thus there exist

r tuples t in D0 that have the same truth assignments of X
variables and are consistent with μX

0
. Let ΔðD;D0Þ consist of

these r tuples. Note that D � ΔðD;D0Þ ¼ΔðD;D0Þ and Q is
the identity query. Let N consist of r � ðr�1Þ=2 pairwise
distinct packages such that each package N consists of two
distinct tuples in D � ΔðD;D0Þ. It is easy to see that for each
package NAN , costðNÞrC and valðNÞZB. Thus ΔðD;D0Þ is
an adjustment for ðQ , D, costðÞ, valðÞ, C, B, k, k0Þ
(() Conversely, assume that φ is not satisfiable. Then

there exists no truth assignment of X variables that makes
φ true. Assume by contradiction that there exists an
adjustment ΔðD;D0Þ for ðQ , D, costðÞ, valðÞ, C, B, k, k0Þ. Then
there exists a set N consisting of r � ðr�1Þ=2 packages such
that for each package N, costðNÞrC and valðNÞZB. That is,
each such package N consists of two tuples that have the
same values for variables appearing in both of them. In
other words, N encodes r clauses of φ in terms of r tuples
in ΔðD;D0Þ, and each package in N checks whether any two
of these clauses have the same truth values for variables
appearing in both of them. Obviously, such r tuples encode
a truth assignment of X variables that satisfies φ, which
contradicts the assumption that φ is not satisfiable.
Upper bound. Consider the algorithm for ARP((FOþ )

given in the proof of Theorem 3. The algorithm can be used
to check ARP(SP) since (FOþ subsumes SP. We show that
the algorithm is in NP for SP. Indeed, step 2 of that
algorithm is in PTIME since Qc is in SP and the combined
complexity of the membership problem for SP is in PTIME.
Thus the algorithm is in NP.
(2.2) Data complexity. We next study the data complexity

of ARPðLQ Þ. It suffices to show that ARP is NP-hard for
fixed SP queries, and that it is in NP for fixed queries in CQ,
UCQ, (FOþ , DATALOGnr, FO or DATALOG.

Observe that ARP(SP) is NP-hard for a fixed identity
query Q, empty Qc and packages consisting of two tuples,
as we show in (2.1.2) above. Therefore, the lower bound
holds here.
For the upper bound, we have shown that the data

complexity of ARPðLQ Þ for all query languages in Section 2
is NP-complete in the proof of Theorem 4. This upper
bound readily carries over here to packages with a
constant bound.
Putting these together, we have that the data complexity

analysis of ARPðLQ Þ is NP-complete when LQ ranges over
SP, CQ, UCQ, (FOþ , FO, DATALOGnr and DATALOG.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5. □

Theorem 5 tells us that the combined complexity
bounds of QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ are quite robust: they
remain the same no matter whether packages have a
constant size or not.

In light of these, we identify conditions in addition to
constant package size, such that QRP and ARP are
tractable. More specifically, we show the following. (1)
When k0 is fixed, i.e., when the number of tuples in ΔðD;D0Þ
is bounded by a constant, the data complexity analyses of
ARPðLQ Þ are in PTIME for all the query languages con-
sidered in this paper. (2) When k is fixed, i.e., the number
of packages is a constant, the combined complexity and
data complexity analyses of QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ
become tractable, when LQ is SP.

Corollary 2. For packages with a constant bound Bp,
�
 when k0 is a constant, ARPðLQ Þ is in PTIME for data
complexity, for all the languages of Section 2; and
�
 when k is a constant, the combined complexity and data
complexity of QRP and ARP are in PTIME, for SP. □
Proof. We first study the data complexity of ARP when k0

is fixed for various LQ . We then investigate the combined
and data complexity of QRP and ARP when LQ is SP, for
fixed k.
(1) When k0 is a constant. We develop a PTIME algorithm

for checking ARPðLQ Þ as follows, which works when LQ

ranges over all the query languages considered in this
paper.
1.
 Enumerate all update ΔðD;D0Þ with at most k0 tuples in
D [ D0. Then do the followings.
(a) For each such update ΔðD;D0Þ, check whether

ΔðD;D0Þ is an adjustment for ðQ , D, Qc, costðÞ, valðÞ,
C, B, k, k0Þ. If so, return “yes”.
2.

Return“no” after all such updates are inspected, if none
of them satisfies the condition above.
One can easily see that the algorithm is correct. We next
show that the algorithm is in PTIME. Observe that step 1 is
in PTIME when k0 is a constant. Moreover, step 2 is also in
PTIME when packages have a bounded size Bp, and Q and
Q 0 are fixed queries. Indeed, one can enumerate all
packages consisting of at most Bp tuples in Q(D), and check
whether there exist k packages N such that QcðN;DÞ ¼∅,
costðNÞrC and valðNÞZB. Obviously, these can be done in
PTIME when Bp and k0 are constants, and when Q and Qc

are both fixed. As a result, the algorithm is in PTIME.
(2) When k is a constant. We next consider the setting

when k is a constant, LQ is SP, and packages have a
constant bound. Below we first settle QRP(SP), and then
investigate ARP(SP).
(2.1) QRP(SP). It suffices to show that the combined

complexity analysis of QRP(SP) is in PTIME in this setting.
To do this, we provide a PTIME algorithm for checking
QRP(SP).
Before we present the algorithm, let us first take a closer

look at relaxations of SP queries. Observe that all relaxa-
tions of an SP query Q are defined by replacing some
constants a in a predicate x¼ a of Q with variable wa. In

light of this, an SP query Q ð x!Þ¼ ( y! ðRð x!; y!Þ4φð x!; y!ÞÞ
has a set E of constants indicating parameters that

are allowed to change, where x!¼ ðx1;…; xmÞ and

y!¼ ðy1;…; ynÞ. As remarked in Section 3.1, for each con-
stant cAE, we associate a variable wc with c, where wc is a

fresh variable in neither x! nor y!. We denote by w! the
tuple consisting of all such variables wc.
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Assume a positive integer g as the bound on the gap
between Q and its relaxations QΓ . Then for each variable
wc associated with cAE, we define a range of wc by setting
distR:Aðwc; cÞrminðlc; gÞ, where c is in domðR:AÞ and lc is the
maximum distance between c and all other values in
domðR:AÞ. Intuitively, distR:Aðwc; cÞrminðlc; gÞ characterizes
the “maximum” range of wc. We denote by ψwðw!Þ the
conjunction of all such predicts distR:Aðwc; cÞrminðlc; gÞ.
Then we define Q0

Γð x
!Þ¼ (w! ðQ 0ð x!; w!Þ4ψ0

wðw
!ÞÞ. Intui-

tively, Q0
Γð x
!Þ can be seen as the “maximum relaxed

query” of Q that subsumes all valid relaxations of Q.
Indeed, SP queries have the following “monotonicity”: for

any cAE and l0co lc, and for any D, QΓ
0ðDÞDQ0

ΓðDÞ, where

QΓ
0ð x!Þ uses distR:Aðwc; cÞrminðl0c; gÞ as a predicate instead

of distR:Aðwc; cÞrminðlc; gÞ.
Based on these, we develop the algorithm for checking

QRP(SP) as follows. Assume that E consists of n constants
c1;…; cn, where each ci is associated with a variable wi.
1.
 Compute Q0
ΓðDÞ.
2.
 Enumerate all packages N consisting of no more than Bp
tuples from Q0

ΓðDÞ. Then do the following.

3.
 For each such package N, compute d1;…; dn, such that

(i) there exists a query QΓð x!Þ¼ (w! ðQ 0ð x!; w!Þ
4ψwðw

!ÞÞ, where ψwðw
!Þ¼⋀iA ½1;n� ðdistðwi; ciÞrdiÞ,

and d1þ⋯þ dn rg; (ii) NDQΓðDÞ.

4.
 Checkwhether there exist k packages such that their QΓ

can be merged into a single relaxed query Q 0
Γ , where

gapðQ 0
ΓÞrg, and NDQ 0

ΓðDÞ for each N of the k
packages. If so, return “yes”, and otherwise return “no”.

One can easily verify that the algorithm is correct. We
next show that it is in PTIME. Indeed, step 1 is in PTIME
since Q is in SP. Step 2 is also in PTIME since Bp is a
constant. In addition, step 3 is in PTIME. Indeed, for each
package N enumerated in step 2, and for each tuple tAN,
one can find d1;…;dn determined by the value of t. There
are at most Bp tuples in N, where Bp is a constant. Hence
one can simply merge those d1;…; dn determined by the
tuples in N, derive QΓ , and check the condition specified in
step 3, in PTIME. Finally, step 4 is also in PTIME. Indeed, k
is a constant, and hence there exist polynomially many
sets consisting of k packages, where each of these packages
has at most Bp tuples. Furthermore, checking the existence
of a uniform relaxed query Q 0

Γ from these k packages can
be done in PTIME, along the same lines as step 3. Putting
these together, the algorithm is in PTIME.
(2.2) ARP(SP). We next show that the combined complexity

analysis of ARP(SP) is in PTIME, and as a consequence, so is its
data complexity analysis. To do it, we first observe the
following about item adjustments when LQ is SP.
(1) To produce adjustments ΔðD;D0Þ for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ,

valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ, it suffices to only consider insertions of
tuples from D0 into D, since SP queries are monotonic.
Indeed, given any SP query Q, database D and collection D0

of items, assume that ΔðD;D0Þ ¼Δ1 [ Δ2 is an adjustment
for ðQ ;D;Qc, costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ, where Δ1 and Δ2 consist
of tuples removed from D and those inserted into D from
D0, respectively. Then Δ2 must also be an adjustment for
ðQ ;D;Qc, costðÞ, valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ because Q ðD �
ΔðD;D0ÞÞDQ ðD [ Δ2Þ and better still, jΔ2jrk0.
(2) For any SP query Q and databases D and D0,

Q ðD [ D0Þ ¼ Q ðDÞ [ Q ðD0Þ. Indeed, let Q ð x!Þ¼ ( y!

Rð x!; y!Þ4ψ ð x!; y!Þ
� �

. Then obviously Q ðDÞ [ Q ðD0ÞD
Q ðD [ D0Þ since SP queries are monotonic. Conversely,
assume that t is a tuple in Q ðD [ D0Þ. Then there must

exist a tuple t0AD [ D0 such that t0 satisfies ψ ð x!; y!Þ since
Q is an SP query. That is, tAQ ðDÞ if t0AD and tAQ ðD0Þ if
t0AD0. Hence tAQ ðDÞ [ Q ðD0Þ.
Based on these, we give the algorithm as follows.
1.
 Compute Q ðD [ D0Þ.

2.
 Enumerate all packages N in Q ðD [ D0Þ such that

jNjrBp, QcðN;DÞ ¼∅, costðNÞrC, valðNÞZB. Denote
by N the set consisting of all such packages.
3.
 Enumerate all sets N 0 consisting of k distinct packages
in N . Then do the following.
(a) For each such set N 0 and for each package N in N 0,

let the set ND0 consist of all tuples t in N\Q ðDÞ.
(b) Check whether j⋃fND0 j NAN 0gjrk0. If so, return

“yes”, and otherwise move to the next set N 0.

4. Return “no” after all set N 0 enumerated in step 3 are

inspected, if none of them satisfies the
conditions above.

To see that the algorithm is correct, consider an SP query
Q ð x!Þ and a database D. Note that for each tuple s in D,
there exists at most one tuple t in Q(D) such that t is
obtained from s by Q, since Q is an SP query. Based on
these and the two properties given above, one can readily
verify that the algorithm return “yes” if and only if there
exists an adjustment ΔðD;D0Þ for ðQ ;D; costðÞ;
valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ.
We next show that the algorithm is in PTIME. Obviously,

step 1 is in PTIME since Q is an SP query; and step 2 is in
PTIME since all packages have a size bounded by Bp, and Qc

is in SP. Moreover, step 3 is in PTIME since k is a constant
and there are polynomially many packages enumerated in
step 2. Putting these together, we have that the algorithm
is in PTIME.
This completes the proof of Corollary 2. □

5.3. PTIME compatibility constraints

One might think that high complexity is introduced by
compatibility constraints Qc and thus, wants to consider
simpler Qc. In light of this, below we study compatibility
constraints that are just PTIME functions rather than
queries in LQ .

In this setting, we show the following. (1) PTIME
compatibility constraints indeed simplify the combined
complexity analyses of QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ when LQ is
CQ, UCQ or (FOþ . (2) When it comes to DATALOGnr, FO
and DATALOG, however, PTIME compatibility constraints
do not help. This is because when LQ subsumes
DATALOGnr or FO, computing packages from Q(D) is
already costly, and checking Qc does not increase the
complexity bounds. (3) The same results hold even when
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compatibility constraints are absent, i.e., when Qc is empty.
(4) When LQ is SP, the absence of compatibility constraints
does not simplify the analyses of QRP and ARP. This is
because Qc in SP can be checked in PTIME and hence, its
presence or absence has no big impact on the complexity
bounds.

Corollary 3. When Qc is in PTIME or absent,
�
 for CQ, UCQ and (FOþ , QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ become
NP-complete (combined complexity);
�
 for DATALOGnr, FO and DATALOG, the combined com-
plexity bounds of QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ remain the
same as given in Theorems1 and3, respectively;
�
 for data complexity, QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ are NP-
complete for all the languages of Section 2; and
�
 when LQ is SP, QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ are NP-complete
for both combined and data complexity. □

Proof. We first study QRPðLQ Þ, and then consider
ARPðLQ Þ.
(1) QRPðLQ Þ. We investigate QRPðLQ Þ for various LQ .
(1.1) When LQ is CQ, UCQ, (FOþ , DATALOGnr, FO or

DATALOG. We first settle the combined complexity of
QRPðLQ Þ, and then investigate its data complexity.
(1.1.1) Combined complexity. We show that when LQ is

CQ, UCQ or (FOþ , QRPðLQ Þ is NP-complete when Qc is in
PTIME or absent. It suffices to show that QRP(CQ) is NP-
hard and QRP((FOþ ) is in NP. To this end, observe the
following. (1) When LQ is CQ, we have shown in Theorem
2 that QRPðLQ Þ is NP-hard even when Q is fixed and Qc is
empty. This tells us that QRP(CQ) is NP-hard when Qc is
absent. Furthermore, the same holds when Qc is in PTIME,
since empty Qc is obviously in PTIME. Hence QRP(CQ) is
NP-hard in this setting. (2) When LQ is (FOþ , recall the
algorithm for (FOþ given in the proof of Theorem 1.
When Qc is PTIME computable, step 2 of the algorithm is in
PTIME, and hence the algorithm is in NP. Putting (1) and
(2) together, we have that QRPðLQ Þ is NP-complete for CQ,
UCQ or (FOþ , and when Qc is in PTIME or absent.
When LQ is DATALOGnr, FO or DATALOG, observe the

following. (1) The lower bound proofs of QRPðLQ Þ given in
the proof of Theorem 1 do not use Qc. Therefore, those
lower bounds remain intact here. (2) The algorithms of
QRPðLQ Þ given there carry over here. Hence the combined
complexity of QRP for DATALOGnr, FO and DATALOG
remains the same no matter whether Qc is in LQ or PTIME,
present or absent.
(1.1.2) Data complexity. As shown in the proof of

Theorem 2, QRP(CQ) is NP-hard when Q is fixed and Qc

is empty. Thus the lower bound carries over here. In
addition, the algorithm given there can be used here for
PTIME Qc, without increasing the complexity. Hence the
data complexity of QRPðLQ Þ remains NP-complete when
LQ ranges over CQ, UCQ, (FOþ , DATALOGnr, FO and
DATALOG.
(1.2) When LQ is SP. It suffices to show that QRP is NP-

hard for fixed SP queries, and is in NP when SP queries
vary. Recall that it has been shown in the proof of Theorem
2 that QRP(CQ) is NP-hard for a fixed SP query and empty

Qc. Hence the data complexity of QRP(SP) is NP-hard in
the absence of Qc. For the upper bound, consider the
algorithm given in the proof of Theorem 1 for QRP(FO),
which works for SP. The algorithm is in NP here since its
step 2 is in PTIME when Qc is in PTIME, and its step 3 is
also in PTIME when Q is in SP.
(2) ARPðLQ Þ. We next study ARPðLQ Þ for various LQ .
(2.1) When LQ is CQ, UCQ, (FOþ , FO, DATALOGnr or

DATALOG.
(2.1.1) Combined complexity. Observe the following. (1)

ARP(CQ) is NP-hard even when Q is fixed and Qc is absent,
as shown in the proof of Theorem 4. (2) Consider the
algorithm for (FOþ given in the proof of Theorem 3.
When Qc is in PTIME or absent, step 2 of the algorithm is in
PTIME, and the algorithm is in NP. Hence when Qc is in
PTIME or absent, ARPðLQ Þ is NP-complete for LQ ranging
over CQ, UCQ and (FOþ .
When LQ is DATALOGnr, FO or DATALOG, observe that

the lower bounds of ARPðLQ Þ given in Theorem 3 are
established by using an empty Qc. Moreover, the algorithm
given there obviously works when Qc is in PTIME. Thus,
when Qc is in PTIME or absent, the combined complexity
bounds of ARPðLQ Þ remain unchanged for FO, DATALOGnr

and DATALOG.
(2.1.2) Data complexity. Recall that as shown in the proof

of Theorem 4, ARP(CQ) is already NP-hard when Q is fixed
and Qc is an empty query. Thus this lower bound holds
here since when Qc is an empty query, Qc is in PTIME. In
addition, the algorithm given there can be used here as
well, and when Qc is in PTIME, the algorithm retains the
same complexity. Hence the data complexity of ARPðLQ Þ is
NP-complete for LQ ranging over CQ, UCQ, (FOþ ,
DATALOGnr, FO and DATALOG.
(2.2) When LQ is SP. We need to show that ARP is NP-

hard for fixed SP queries, and is in NP when SP queries
vary. Recall that in the proof of Theorem 4, QRP(CQ) is
shown NP-hard for a fixed identity query Q and empty

query Qc. Hence the data complexity of ARP(SP) is NP-hard
when Qc is absent. For the upper bound, the algorithm
given in the proof of Theorem 3 for QRP(FO) obviously
works on SP queries. When Q is in SP and Qc is in PTIME or
absent, the algorithm is in NP since its steps 2 and 3 are
both in PTIME. Putting these together, we have that
ARP(SP) is NP-complete for both combined and data
complexity, when Qc is in PTIME or absent. □

5.4. Item recommendation

Item recommendation is supported by many real-life
recommendation systems. Given a database D, a query
QALQ , a utility function f ðÞ and a natural number kZ1, it
is to find a top-k item selection for ðQ ;D; f Þ, i.e., a set
S¼ si∣iA ½1; k�� �

such that (a) SDQ ðDÞ, (b) for all sAQ ðDÞ\S
and iA ½1; k�, f ðsÞr f ðsiÞ, and (c) siasj if ia j. In this section,
we revisit QRP and ARP in the context of item
recommendation.

As remarked in Section 2, item recommendations are a
special case of package recommendations when (a) com-
patibility constraints Qc are absent, (b) each package
consists of a single item, i.e., bounded by a constant size
Bp¼1, and (c) the aggregate constraints defined in terms of
costðÞ and valðÞ have a simple specific form. One might
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think that when these restrictions are imposed, the ana-
lyses of QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ would be much simpler.
Unfortunately, this is not the case. More specifically, we
show the following for item recommendation: when LQ is
CQ, UCQ, (FOþ , DATALOGnr, FO or DATALOG, (1) QRPðLQ Þ
and ARPðLQ Þ have the same combined complexity bounds
as their counterparts in the absence of Qc (Corollary 3), i.e.,
further fixing package size does not help here; and (2) the
data complexity bounds of QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ remain
the same as their counterparts when packages are
bounded a constant size (Theorem 5). That is, further
requiring the absence of Qc does not make our lives easier.
(3) In contrast to Theorem 5 and Corollary 3, when LQ is
SP, ARP becomes tractable for the combined and data
complexity analyses, while the combined complexity of
QRP remains NP-complete, the same as in the case when
packages have a bounded size (Theorem 5).

Theorem 6. For item recommendations, when LQ is CQ,
UCQ, (FOþ , DATALOGnr, FO or DATALOG,
�
 QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ have the same combined com-
plexity as their counterparts in the absence of Qc;
�
 QRPðLQ Þ is in PTIME for data complexity; and
�
 ARPðLQ Þ is NP-complete for data complexity.

When LQ is SP,
�
 QRP remains NP-complete for combined complexity, and
is in PTIME for data complexity; and
�
 ARP is in PTIME for combined and data complexity. □

Proof. When LQ is CQ, UCQ, (FOþ , DATALOGnr, FO,
DATALOG or SP, we first study the combined and data
complexity of QRPðLQ Þ, and then investigate their
ARPðLQ Þ counterparts.
(1) QRPðLQ Þ. We first settle the combined complexity of

QRP, and then investigate its data complexity.
(1.1) Combined complexity. We show that for item

recommendations, QRPðLQ Þ is NP-complete when LQ is
SP, CQ, UCQ or (FOþ , PSPACE-complete when LQ is FO or
DATALOGnr, and EXPTIME-complete when LQ is DATALOG.
(1.1.1) When LQ is SP, CQ, UCQ or (FOþ . It suffices to

show that QRP for items is NP-hard for SP, and is in NP for
(FOþ . Recall that in the lower bound proof of Theorem 5
for the combined complexity of QRP(SP), we use empty

compatibility constraints and packages with a single item,
as well as costðÞ and valðÞ of the form for item recommen-
dations. Hence QRP(SP) remains NP-hard for items. The
matching upper bounds follow from Corollary 3, which
tells us that QRP((FOþ ) is in NP in the absence of
compatibility constraints; as a result, QRP((FOþ ) is in
NP in the more restricted setting of item recommenda-
tions. Hence for items, the combined complexity of
QRPðLQ Þ is NP-complete when LQ is SP, CQ, UCQ or (FOþ .
(1.1.2)When LQ is DATALOGnr, FO or DATALOG. Observe that

in the proof of Theorem 1, the lower bounds of QRPðLQ Þ for
DATALOGnr, FO and DATALOG are verified by using empty

compatibility constraints and top-1 package with a single
item, with costðÞ and valðÞ of the specific forms for items.
Hence those lower bounds carry over to QRPðLQ Þ for item
recommendations. Obviously, the upper bounds given there
remain valid for items. Therefore, for item recommendation,
QRPðLQ Þ is PSPACE-complete when LQ is either DATALOGnr

or FO, and EXPTIME-complete when LQ is DATALOG.
(1.2) Data complexity. Theorem 5 tells us that when

packages are bounded by a constant size, the data complexity
analysis of QRPðLQ Þ is already tractable when LQ is CQ, UCQ,
(FOþ , FO, DATALOGnr, DATALOG or SP. Hence QRPðLQ Þ
remains in PTIME in the more restricted setting of item
recommendations, for fixed queries in these languages.
(2) ARPðLQ Þ. We next investigate ARPðLQ Þ.
(2.1) Combined complexity. We first study the combined

complexity of ARPðLQ Þ, for various LQ .
(2.1.1) When LQ is CQ, UCQ or (FOþ . Corollary 3 tells us

that in the absence of compatibility constraints, ARPðLQ Þ
is already in NP when LQ is CQ, UCQ or (FOþ . From this it
follows that ARPðLQ Þ remains in NP in the more restricted
setting of item recommendations, for CQ, UCQ or (FOþ .
We show that ARP(CQ) is NP-hard for items. Note that

the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 (resp. Theorem 5) for the
intractability of ARP(CQ) (resp. ARP(SP)) no longer work
here, as those proofs assume that k¼1 but packages have
variable sizes (resp. Q is in SP but packages have a constant
bound Bp¼2, with aggregate constraints defined in terms
of costðÞ and valðÞ). In light of this, we now give a new proof
for the lower bound of ARP(CQ) in the context of item
recommendations.
We show that ARP(CQ) is NP-hard by reduction from

3SAT (see the proof of Theorem 1 for the statement of
3SAT). Given an instance φ¼ C14⋯4Cr of 3SAT defined
over a set X ¼ fx1;…; xmg of variables, we define a database
D, a collection D0 of items, queries Q and Qc, functions
costðÞ, valðÞ, and natural numbers C, B, k and k0 that meet
the requirements of item recommendations (see Section 2
for the requirements). We show that φ is satisfiable if and
only if there exists an adjustment ΔðD;D0Þ for
ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ.
(1) Database D consists of three relations: (a) IX ¼∅

specified by RX ¼ ðX;VÞ; (b) Iψ specified by schema
Rψ ¼ ðidC ; Px;X;Vx;wÞ, where Iψ encodes the clauses in ψ;
for each jA ½1; r�, clause Cj ¼ ℓj

13kj3ℓj
3 is encoded with six

tuples in Iφ: ðj; i; xli ; vi;wiÞ?for each iA ½1;3�, where xl1 ; xl2 ; xl3
are variables in literals lj1; ?l

j
2; ?l

j
3, respectively, such that

wi¼1 if vi¼1 and li
j
is xli , wi¼0 if vi¼0 and li

j
is xli , wi¼1

if vi¼0 and lji is xli , and wi¼1 if vi ¼ 1 and lji is xli ; and (c)
relation I3 given in Fig. 2. We define the set D0 of items to
be fðxi;0Þ; ðxi;1Þ∣iA ½1;n�g, encoding truth values of X.
(2) We define the CQ query Q as follows:

Q ðj; c; x; v; x0; v0Þ ¼ ( j; x1; x2; x3; v1; v2; v3

⋀
3

i ¼ 1
RXðxi; viÞ 4 RXðx; vÞ4RXðx0; v0Þ

 

4Qφðj; x1; x2; x3; v1; v2; v3; cÞ
	
;

where

Qφðj; x1; x2; x3; v1; v2; v3; cÞ ¼ (w1;w2;w3

ðRψ ðj;1; x1; v1;w1Þ4Rψ ðj;2; x2; v2;w2Þ
4Rψ ðj;3; x3; v3;w3Þ4Q 3 ðw1;w2;w3; cÞÞ:
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Here Q 3 computes c¼w13w23w3 by using the rela-
tion I3 . Intuitively, if D � ΔðD;D0Þ (i.e., ΔðD;D0Þ in this case)
encodes a valid truth assignment μX for X, then query Q
returns ðj; cÞ for each clause Cj along with its truth value
decided by μX . Moreover, it returns the Cartesian product
of ΔðD;D0Þ. As will be seen shortly, this is to check whether
ΔðD;D0Þ encodes a valid truth assignment, i.e., for every
variable xAX, there exists a unique truth value 0 or 1. This
is enforced by using constants k;n;B; k0 and function valðÞ
given below.
(3) We define Qc to be the empty query.
(4) We define costðNÞ ¼ jNj if N is non-empty and

costð∅Þ ¼1 otherwise. We set C¼1, such that packages
consist of a single tuple only. Furthermore, we define
k¼ nnr, where n¼ jXj and r is the number of clauses in
φ. We let k0 ¼ n and B¼1. Finally, we define function valðÞ
such that valðfðj; c; x; v; x0; v0ÞgÞ ¼ �1 if (a) c¼0, or (b) xax0,
or (c) x¼ x0 but vav0; we let valðfðj; c; x; v; x0; v0ÞgÞ ¼ 1
otherwise. Intuitively, this is to filter those tuples in Q ðD �
ΔðD;D0ÞÞ that either do not denote a satisfied clause or
represent an invalid truth assignment to a variable in X.
One can verify that this encoding is for top-k item

selections (see Section 2 for how item selections are
encoded as package selections). Furthermore, Q ðDÞ ¼∅
since IX ¼∅, i.e., there exist no k packages that satisfy
the selection criteria.
We next show that this is indeed a reduction.
()) First assume that φ is satisfiable. Then there exists a

truth assignment μX
0
for X that satisfies φ. Let ΔðD;D0Þ

include ðxi;1Þ if μ0
XðxiÞ ¼ 1, and ðxi;0Þ if μ0

XðxiÞ ¼ 0. Then for
every clause Cj, Q returns ðj;1; x; v; x0; v0Þ. By the definition
of valðÞ, only tuples of the form ðj;1; x; v; x; vÞ are valid
choices for all xAX. Let S be the set of all such tuples
(items). Obviously, jΔðD;D0Þjrk0, jSj ¼ k, and for each tAS,
valðftgÞZB (note that valðÞ is the rating function f ðÞ for
items). Hence there exists an adjustment for
ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ.
(() Conversely, assume that φ is not satisfiable. Then

for any μX for X, there exists some Cj that is not satisfied
by μX . By the definition of valðÞ, there exist no k distinct
tuples in Q ðD � ΔðD;D0ÞÞ whose valðÞ-ratings reach B.
Hence there exists no adjustment for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ;
valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ.
(2.1.2) When LQ is DATALOGnr, FO or DATALOG. Recall

that when LQ is DATALOGnr, FO or DATALOG, the lower
bounds for ARPðLQ Þ given in Theorem 3 are verified by
using top-1 package consisting of one item, in the absence
of compatibility constraints. Thus, these lower bounds are
still valid for items. For the upper bound, note that the
algorithms given there for ARPðLQ Þ carry over to the
setting of item recommendations.
(2.1.3) When LQ is SP. We next show that for SP queries,

ARP for items is in PTIME, by giving a PTIME algorithm.
Contrast this with Theorem 5, which shows that ARP is
NP-complete for SP when packages have a constant bound
Bp¼2, even in the absence of compatibility constraints.
ARP for items is tractable because when Bp¼1 and when
costðÞ and valðÞ have a specific simple form required by
item recommendation, one can easily identify how tuples
in Q ðD � ΔðD;D0Þ are propagated from ΔðD;D0Þ, as illu-
strated by the algorithm below.
Recall from the proof of Corollary 2 that we only need to
consider insertions in ΔðD;D0Þ since SP queries are mono-
tonic, and moreover, Q ðD [ D0Þ ¼ Q ðDÞ [ Q ðD0Þ for any SP
query Q and databases D and D0. In light of this, we present
the algorithm for ARP(SP) in the context of items, as
follows.
The algorithm takes as input a database D, a collection D0

of items, an SP query Q, a utility function f ðÞ and natural
numbers k; k0Z1. It checks whether there exists an adjust-
ment ΔðD;D0Þ to the item collection D subject to Q, f ðÞ
and k.
1.
 Compute Q ðD [ D0Þ.

2.
 Denote by S the set consisting of all tuples t in Q(D)

such that f ðtÞZB, and by S0 the set consisting of all
tuples t in Q ðD0Þ such that f ðtÞZB and t is not in Q(D).
Thus S [ S0 consists of all tuples t in Q ðD [ D0Þ such that
f ðtÞZB, and moreover, S \ S0 is empty.
3.
 Check whether k0Zk�jSj. If so, return “yes”, and
otherwise return “no”.
Obviously, the algorithm is in PTIME since it is in PTIME
to compute Q ðD [ D0Þ in step 1, and is in PTIME to compute
S and S0 in step 2, because Q is an SP query and f ðÞ is PTIME
computable. We next show that the algorithm is correct.
We show that k0Zk�jSj if and only if there exists an

adjustment for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ, where Qc is
empty, costðÞ; valðÞ;C and B are defined in terms of f ðÞ as
discussed in Section 2. Observe first that for any tuple
t0AD0, t0 corresponds to at most one tuple t in Q ðD0Þ such
that t is obtained from t0 by Q, since Q is an SP query. Let
ΔðD;D0Þ consist of k�jSj distinct tuples t0 in D0 such that
these tuples yield tuples in S0 via Q. Obviously,
jΔðD;D0Þjrk0 if k0Zk�jSj. Thus ΔðD;D0Þ is an adjustment
for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ. Conversely, assume that
k0ok�jSj. Then for any ΔðD;D0Þ consisting of no more than
k0 tuples from D0, there are at most k0 þjSj tuples t in Q ðD �
ΔðD;D0ÞÞ such that f ðtÞZB. Thus there exists no adjustment
for ðQ ;D;Qc; costðÞ; valðÞ;C;B; k; k0Þ when k0 þjSjok.
It should be remarked that the same argument does not

apply to the setting when valðÞ and costðÞ are present, and
when packages are bounded by a constant Bp¼2. As
indicated in the proof of Theorem 5, in that setting one
cannot decide in PTIME how tuples from D0 are propagated
to k packages satisfying the aggregate constraints defined
in terms of valðÞ and costðÞ, unless P¼NP or when k is a
constant. As a result, ARP(SP) remains NP-complete in that
setting.
(2.2) Data complexity. We show that the data complexity

of ARPðLQ Þ for items is NP-complete for CQ, UCQ, (FOþ ,
DATALOGnr, FO and DATALOG, and it is in PTIME for SP.
Observe that the lower bound proofs of ARP(CQ) for

items given in (2.1.2) use a fixed CQ query defined over a
fixed relational schema. Hence the lower bound remains
intact for data complexity. The matching upper bounds
follow from Theorem 4, in which ARPðLQ Þ for packages,
more general than ARPðLQ Þ for items, is shown to be in NP.
Hence the data complexity of ARPðLQ Þ for items is NP-
complete when LQ is CQ, UCQ, (FOþ , DATALOGnr, FO or
DATALOG.
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For SP queries, we have already verified in (2.1.3) above
that the combined complexity analysis of ARP for items is
in PTIME; hence so is its data complexity analysis.
This completes the proof of Theorem 6. □

6. Conclusion

We have identified and studied two recommendation
problems beyond POI recommendations, namely, QRPðLQ Þ
for query relaxation recommendation, and ARPðLQ Þ for
adjustment recommendation. We have provided a com-
plete picture of the lower and upper bounds of these
problems, all matching, for both their combined complex-
ity and data complexity, when LQ ranges over a variety of
queries languages. We have also investigated several
special cases of these problems, when LQ is a query
language for which membership problem is in PTIME,
when all packages are bounded by a constant Bp, when
compatibility constraints Qc are in PTIME or absent, and
when both Qc is absent and Bp is fixed to be 1 for item
selections. These results tell us where complexity of these
problem comes from.

Tables 1 and 2 (in Section 1) summarize the main
complexity results and the complexity of special cases,
annotated with their corresponding theorems. From the
tables we can see the following. (1) The combined com-
plexity bounds of QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ are rather robust.
When LQ is DATALOGnr, FO or DATALOG, the bounds
remain unchanged no matter whether packages have
variable sizes or a fixed size, and whether Qc is present
or absent. When LQ is CQ, UCQ or (FOþ , PTIME compat-
ibility constraints Qc make our lives easier, but fixing
package size does not have any impact. When it comes
to SP, ARP becomes tractable for item recommendations,
whereas QRP remains NP-complete in the same setting.
(2) The data complexity analysis of QRPðLQ Þ becomes
simpler when packages are bounded by a constant size
Bp. In contrast, ARPðLQ Þ becomes tractable only for SP
under one of the following conditions: when items are
recommended (Qc is absent and packages have a fixed
size), when the number k of packages is a constant, or
when the bound k0 on the number of tuples to be modified
is a constant (the latter two are not shown in Table 2).

The study of recommendation problems beyond POI is
still preliminary. First, we have only considered simple
rules for query relaxations and adjustments, to focus on
the main ideas. It is interesting, also from practical point of
view, to investigate the impact of more sophisticated rules
for relaxations and adjustments on the analysis of
QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ, respectively. Second, to simplify
the discussion we assume that selection criteria Q and
compatibility constraints Qc are expressed in the same
language (albeit PTIME Qc). One may want to study
different languages for Q and Qc when needed in practice.
Third, we have focused on generic functions costðÞ, valðÞ
and f ðÞ. These need to be fine-tuned by incorporating
information about users, collaborative filtering and specific
aggregate functions. Fourth, the recommendation pro-
blems are mostly intractable. An interesting topic is to
identify more practical and tractable cases. Moreover, to
make practical use of relaxation and adjustment
recommendations, we need to develop heuristic algo-
rithms (approximation whenever possible) for those
intractable cases, possibly in a specific application domain.
Finally, there are other recommendation issues beyond
POI, QRPðLQ Þ and ARPðLQ Þ, such as relaxation recommen-
dation of compatibility constraints in addition to selection
queries, and recommendation of adjustments to rating
functions, among other things.
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